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PREFACE TO PIMA IZED EDITION

Every woman'' right _ right to education and economic
independence. For the female head of household who is low
income this means being able to support herself and her family
adequately without beincy dependent on anyone. Is this too great
an expectation? it should not be. Society should allow every
person to reach her/his fullest potential. Because of the racism.
and Sexism in American'societye the distribution of educational
benefits has discriminated against the woman, and even more no
the low income woman. The low income woman has been maintained
at the lowest levels of a societal caste system. In order for
her to gain the constitutionally mandated rightp in all.sPheres
of society, she must be given a chance to succeed in the educa-
tional proceso. If she is given the opportunity to obtain ne-
cessary training or a degree, she will succeed. This will allow
her to develop a full and creative role in society which will
-benefit-the-woman, her family, and the:community as a whole.

This book will present the existing situation of the female
low income head of'household. The emphasis is on the minority
woman, specifically the Chicane. Solutions and recommendations
regarding the education and training of the low income woman
head of household will be offered.

The first section Part One, consists of three chapters.
The first chapter, by Cecilia Cote-Robles Suarez,, presents an ,
extensive review of racism and sexism and its effects on the woman.
In Chapter Two, Dr. Cota-Robles Suarez - focuses on college and
university programa (mostly in, California) which serve the low
income woman. Chapter Three by Daniel Meza designates the cri-
tical areas of a successful junior college .program for.the woman
on welfare. The two chatters in Section Two presents the research
implemented by the National Chicana Foundation. Chapter Polar by
Deldvina Hernandez presents an analysis of a questionaire dealing
With the problems facing the low-income female head of household
attempting to become economically self-sufficien.t. In Chapter
Five, Dr. Cota-Robles Suarez discusses a national questionaire
which surveyed perionel from educational and training agehcies
regarding theirattitudes, opinions, and recommendations regarding
-educational. and training programs for the low income female head
of hbuseholch The last section, Part Three by Lupe Anguiano pre-

_sents_a depiction of preparation of the low income .female head
of.household. -In Chapter Six, Ms. Anguiano offers her solution to
the poverty problems of the. low-plcome woman. Chapter Seven,
delineates the incredible waste of-money in current programs for
the low income woman and the resulting low level-of benefits to-

.

the-program recipient.



This book and the accompanying set of video-tapes is an
effort to provide personal working in educational and -training
programs serving the low income woman positive alternatives to
existing programs and procedures. It is our.hope that these
offerings will assist educational and training progams tO pro-
vide the female low income head of household EQUITY IN EDUCATION
AND EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM.

N

Cecilia Cota-Robles Suarez, Ed.D.
California State Polytechnic
University, Pomona

xi



PART ONE

SOCIALIZATION AND EDUCATION OF WOMEN

Tie first chaptc!: in this part focuses on racism and Atexism
and i an extensive review of the literature by Cecilia tote-
Robles Suarez. It intends to provide a sensitivity to'the subtle
and not so subtle ways in which society has institute4rpractices
and traditions that have conditioned certain nonwhite minority
groups, and women (0iiicularly minority group women) purposely
to fit into the lower strata of our social order.

the second chapter of this Ejection, rota -Roblas Suarez
discusses California collego- and uni,rersity programs anofi the
services they,offer to low-income women. She notes practices
that haVe either encouraged or disroillayud the entry and com-
pletion of college courses by low-income female household t ads.

The third chapter in this section, by Daniel Meza,r identifies
and describes components of a potentially successful college re-
cruitment, counseling, and retention program for.women on welfare
who head families based on the experience of a.two-year community
' college.

The Minority Woman: Racial/Sexual Overview

CHPPTER ONE

by

CECILIA COTA-ROBLES SUAREZ

The minority woman, and specifically the Chicana, has
been maintained at the lowest levels of a societal
caste system which discriminates against persons who
are not native English-speaking,or white European fe-
male middle class members. Therefore, in describing
the minority woman, both racism and sexism must be
taken into account. e-

Racial Prejudi 1

Arter (1959) describes prejudice as a set of attitudes that
support, cause, or justify discrimination. The origin of prejudice

1



is social and cultural in nature. Prejildice based on conformity
to social norms has been the most common type of prejudice in
American society (Schuman, Dean, and Williams, 1958). Racial or
ethnic, prejudice is an aversion to a group based upon faulty or
inflexible generalization(Allport, 1958). Discrimination, accor-
ding to Allport, is the overt expression of prejudice.

At a very early age--even at two and a half--children become
aware of their social characteristics and the values accepted
with race and skin color by the dominant society' (Clerk and Clark,
1949; Landreth and Johnson, 1953; Goodman, 1966; Cota-Robles de
Suarez,. 1971). The development of racial prejudice is 'a reflec-
tion of the child's relationships, the kind of community in which
the child lives, and the school or church attended (Clark, 1969).
These forces, according to Clark, are interrelated; "The child...
cannot learn what racial group he bel,ongs to without being involved
in a larger pattern of emotions, conflicts, desires/ which are a
growing knowledge of what society thinks about his race" (Clark,
p.23). Children learn very early in life that white is to be
desired and dark is to be regretted (Landreth and Johnson).

Various studies on Black children have found that they prefer
white skin color and reject the black skin color (Clark and Clark,
1939LClark and Clark, 1950; Stevenson and Stewart, 1958; Goodman,
1966) For instance, Clark and Clark (1939) in .their classic
study of race awareness and skin color preference utilized a doll
choice test. The subjects, Slack nursery school children were
asked to choose the doll they preferred (black or white) c.nd to
color a picutre of a boy_ or girl with.his/her preferred skin color.
The study found that 60 Percent of the children preferred the
white doll and rejected the black, doll. In the coloring test,
the light skinned Black childrenicolored their skin accurately,
but 15 percent of the children with medium brown skin and 14 percent
of the children with dark brown skin colored their own figure
either white, yellow, red or green. According to Clark (1969)
the choice of bizarre colors indicates how deeply the conflict of

color was imbedded in the children's personality. Goodman (1966)
tested 103-children' four years of:age in a northeastern city.
She utilized four types of instrumehts: 1) an.observation form,
2) a doll house with furnishings and doll families, 3) a collection
of dolls of several types, and 4) a set of jigsaw puzzles. Goodman
found that three-fourths (of the Black children and nearly all of
the white children indicated a preference for the whites. The
Black children shared an orientation away from the Black and toward
the white. The white children were in-group oriented toward their
own group.,

Very few studies on race awaren ss have included -ea Chicano.
Cota-Robles de Suarez (1971) tested ow-income Chicano children in
two Head Start classes in East Los Angeles. The children were
individually tested with simple line drawings of a boy and a girl,



having minimal facial characteristics. Testing included:
choosing from two pictures an Angle child or Chica a(o) child
they .would prefer an a playmate and 2) coloring a lined drawing
of their skin color and 3) coloring a lined drawing of the skin
colok they preferred. The study feline that 75 pereent of the
children in both classes did not Show preference for a brown
or Chicano child for a playmate. Seventy-five percent of the
children in Class A and 50 percent of Class 13 identified their
own skin color, yet 50 percent of Class A and three-fourths of

Class B chose bizarre ,:olors. The refusal to chooee an approe
priate skin color preference can be interpreted as in indication
of emotional anxiety and eieerlict. It can also be concluded
that children, at such an early age posses awarenees and accep-.
-fence of the dominant society's existing eeltural attitudes and
values toward race. Therefore, the preschool child is cognizant
that to be dark-skinned or rhtc1n1(0) in X.rlerican society is to
be inferior. If a child does reject her/his 6ein color or her/
his ethnicity, the child may he in emotional conflict. This
could result in various types of peesonality manifestations
associated with emotional problems.'

Racial prejudice has been utilized by one segment of society,
the economically and politically powerful, to maintain its power
over another segment of society, the economically poor and poli-
tically weak. The effects of prejudecial treatment by the domin-
ant society toward the Chicano population have been disadvantages
and exclusion of the Chicana(o) in: 1) education, ) economics,
3) housing, and 4) politics (Cote-Robles de Suarez, 1971). Economic
oppression has been stressed as one of. the most significant causes
for racial discrimination (McWilliams, 1964; Memmi, 1965; Blauner,
1972; Almaguer, 1974; Barrera, Munoz and Ornelas, 1974). McWilliams
(p.339) explained, "The American race problem is simply a special
version of the world colonial problem which in the last analysis
is a problem involving exploitation of labor."

Sexism

All societies define roles in terms of their determination
of their ideals. People are affected by these definitions because
they are measured against these images. The roleA0f the female
can be described as being in a hierarchal arrangement in which
she is ranked as being inferior to the male. Uistorically, the
role of the. woman has been shaped by the expectations and demands

_of a sexist society. The differential treatment of males and
females hat as one of its major assumptions that the woman and
her contributions to society are less significant than that of the
man. Variations of this belief and its manifestations are termed
sexism.



Explanations of determined sex behavior models vary, but
they are usually attributed Lo one of the followinq: 1) psy-
chological differences; 2) physiological differences; and 3)
socialization. However, some evidence has suggested that hor-
mones may cause behn-roral difference, yet not affect the tyPe
of social and vocal roles men and women assume in society
(Gough, 1976). Most of the research explaining the differences
in sexes based on the p7schological differences has stressed the
supposed feminine nature and function. Thq general findings in
these studies indicate that: 1) individual differences were
greater than sex differences and 2) most differences did not
appear until elementary school ige or later' (Tyler, 1968).

Yet, socialization into desilnated sex roles begins- very
early ;r1 lifewith the newborn baby's pink or blue blanket. In

gruwinu up, the child's treatment by parent:; and e'ciuty ha:=;

highly dependent on the child's sex. The manner in which parent.n
handle Infants may be different. According to Jaffe (1974), the
girl babies are cuddled and treated with care, while the boy babies
are handled roughly. Toys which children use can prescribe cer-
tain roles for boys and others for girls. Up to about two and
one-half years of age, the same type of toy has been given to
both sexes. (Ms. Magazine, 1974). As the children grow older, a
greater distinction is made as to which toy is, for girls and 'which
is for boys. For instance, girls may be expecgd to play with
dolls, while boys should play with trains. Chemistry sets are
for boys, and sewing kits for girls.

women have been raised to fill social. roles that society has
demanded of them (Freeman, 1970). They lave been trained, accOi-
ding to Freeman, to model themsulveS after the accepted image and
to meet the expectations that are held for them by society. In
studying the attitudes of 79 psycho-therapists (46 males and 33
females) found the following description of the mentally healthy
female adult: submissive, emotional, easily influenced, conceited
about appearance, dependent, not very adventurous, less competitive
than the male, unaggressive, and unobjective. Chesler found that
the clinicians had differing standards of mental health for men
and women. Their conceptualization of a healthy adult male was
very much like that of'a healthy adult, yet that of a healthy
woman differed from both. A study by Benneth and Cohen (19S9)
asked men and women to choose from a long list of adjectives those
which most applied to them. The study found that women strongly
felt themselves to be: uncertain, anxious, nervous, hasty, careless.
sorry, fearful, dull, childish, timid, clumsy, stupid, silly, and
domestic. The preception Of girls has been a distorted one also_
According to Smith (1939), girls had consistently better grades
thin boys until late high school; their opinion of themselves grew
more_negative with age and this was reflected in a drop in their
grades. The girls' opinion of boys, at the same time, grew pro-
gressively better as the girls grew older. Boys, however, held



an increasingly better opinion of themselves and a po
of the girls as they became older.

one

The Chicane.

All women cannot be described as being alike. The Chicane
has carried a double burden. She has been discriminated against,
not only as a woman, but also as a member of an ethnic

bywhich has had a long history of prejudicial treatment by the
dominant society.' Anguisno (1972) claims that because of her
minority and low socio-economic status, sexism against the Chicane
has been harnher than towards the woman of the dominant culture.
Further, her Spanish language has not been locepted. The Chicane

-Cultural values have been misunderstood by she dominant society
(Anguiano). Yet, not only have the cultural 'values of ell com-
munity been misunderstood by the dominant society, historically,
but the dominant society presently is not attempting to gain a
basic conceptualization of the Chicana(o) values and culture.

A review of the exie3ting scholarly ,literature on the Chia-Ana
has _evealed the almost total lack of accurate and true depiction
of her. The small body of social science research has been im-
plemented by persons who are lacking in understanding' and sen-
sitivity to the Chicano culture and the Chicane. For the most
part, the depiction pf the Chicane has been negative. The role
of the Chicane has been described as submissive to the male, the
mother subservient to the father (Heller, 1966; Rubel, 1966).
The tether is above criticism' with the woman acknowledging the
supposed superiority of the male (Rubel; Madsen). The daughters
are protected, staying at home in order to learn to be wives. and
mothers (Clark, 1970).e Other roles.designated to the Chicano by
the social sciences are the long-suffering mother0the sex symbol,
and the passive girl friend. For instance, Murillo (1970) por-
trayed the Chicane mother as, "She represents the nurturant aspects
of the family's life. Although. she is highly respected and revered,
her personal needs are considered secondary to those of the other
family members" (p. 21).

The literature and the research on the Chicane has had direct
dysfunctional consequences for the Chicane due to the perpetuation
of false and stereotypic images of her role and function within her
communit5, and society as a whole. In a large measure, these un-
fortunate consequences flow from the activities of institutions,
which, lacking counter-images of the Chicane, tend toward unques-
t&oning acceptance of prevailing myths as the ones described.

ti
Racist /Sexist Practices

Both cultural and sexual caste systems have existed in the

5



the United` States specifically, for a, long time.
T oee in g caste systemeThEia n sres in e in-
enance of structure. .Blauner.(1972 asserted that privi-.
lege* were the mein causeof.opprersion. -"It is thd creation and
defense of grbup pVivileges,that underlie-the domination-of one
sex over inother,,as well as the emergence of slavery, caste, and
;economic' classes ". (Blauner, p. 21).

Institutions (such as economic, legal, pcilitical, and educe-
4onal)- support sexual and racial caste systems. This dehumanizing
structure stigmatiies the minority woman into4the 1pwest levels of
societal arrangements. -1

In economic distribution,. the woman in this society is it the -

lowest levels. Of women' in. the work force, 54 percent were head
of families in 1974' (Anguiano,'1977). Anguiano found that of these"
women-, 49' percent were earning at hear poverty level. Women
were found to earn $3.00 'for every $5.00 earned by Men in the
same position. The women earned even less if they were* of the
same age and similar training as men (AnguianO). One of .every
eight families is headed by women; yet 33 percent of minority
families have women as.heads of households. According to Azguiano,
two-out,of five families under the poverty level were headed by
women!

The Chicane has been a cheap 4nd exploitable labbr force'
at the lowest levels of employment. According to Arrapij1873),
9 percent of Chicanas,over 18 years of age were in the labor force.

-_Of these Chicanes, 56 percent were emplOyed in low-status and_
low-paying jobs, such ag domestic workers, cleaning, laundry,
food service, and factory work:

Nava (1973) claimed'that Chicanes earned salaries different
rom Anglos for the same position., For instance, the median income

of the Chicane factory worker was found to be $1,590 annually,
while the Anglo earned $3,925 annually. ,If the clerical worker
WAS Chicane, rshe:earned.$4,484 'annually., yet the Anglo worker
earned $606 A year more. Nava indicated that the causes.for' the
differences in ..salaries vere due to 1) stereotyping of Chicanae
as. homemakers; 2) discrimination by the dominant society of culture,
Language, race and age; 3) lack of training of Chicanes due to
ndgative stereotypes 'held by the dominant society regarding the
Chicane; 4) low academic attainment of. the Chicane; and 5)-the
use of culturally caste positions due to the vested interest of the
,dominan% society in maintaining these structures.

Institutions (economic, political., legal and educational)
support a sexual and racial caste system, which .stigmatizes the

6
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mimority_wbman into the lowest levels of societal arrangements.
In the American'economy, the iinority woman has been designated,
to the lowest paying jobs.. The median income for Chicanas is
$2,270 ahneally (U.S. Bureau of'Census, 1975.). 'one out ofevery
five Chicano families is below poverty level. Only 1.1,percent
.received $10,000 or more annual salary (U.S. BuKeau of Census,

1575).

Almaguer 41974) claimed that because of racial discrimin-
ation the Chica4(o) has been .a victim of: 1) economic exploi-
tation and. control; 2.) political. dependency and subjugation.
The condition of the Ohicana(o) after- the American_ conquest of
the Southwest was characterized by nlmaguer as being oppressed
in a colonial systerri within her/his own lands. This concept has
designated the barr.ioas an internal colony. An internal colony
was described by Barrera, Munoz, ,and Oxnelas'as existing th a
state ofvowerlessness:

al colonizatin means that 6hicapos as a cul-
tural/ra ial group exist in an exploited condition....
This relationship is most clearly experienced as a
lack, ot control over these institutions which affect

their limes. (p. 289).

Internal colonization has subjugated the Chicafta(o) to live under
exploiting conditions in which institutions affecting one's life

are controlledeby outsiders, serving the interests of outsiders.
According to 4arrera, Munoz, and Ornelas, this' has resulted in
the following conditions in the. barrio: 1) low,Income status;

tio_ns; 3) inadequit'health care; and 4)
aca 4 kg, achievement' in the public scithobls.

EducatiOn

Institutions have played a major role: in' the maintenance of
the domination by the dominant society. Today's institutions are
products of hisotry, representing deeply rooted attitudes in
Americah society, and .are highly resistant to any type, of change.
An institution, such as education, reflects the economic,'social,
and political aspects and'attitudes of American society. For the

last 150 years, American educe n has reflected the social re-

lations of the economic system Bovules, 1972). Levine (1976)
contended that

...the large inequalities of the society will be visited
upon the schools in'terms of very unequal educational
outcomes among the population in terms of-sChooling
attainments and qualitative differences in education.
Morever, we expect that the financing, the governance,
and the operations of the schools will serve to rein-
force these inequalities.-.. (p.' 28) -

,
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In a historical aacount of American education, Katz con-
cluded that racial prejudice was part-of the origins of American,
education. Racism, according to Katz, became functional as the
defende for the failure of,children who'did not fit the- white,
middle class, English-speaking mold. As in.reform schools,"
prisons,,,and.mental hospitals, public education determined that
its recipients Caere inferior. "This inferiority,,it was argued,
was hereditary; thus given the inferior stOck with which they
had to contend, what could one expect?" (Katz, p. 110). So,
despite arguments to the contrery, schools have not retorted
society. RATHER, SCHOOLS HAVE MOVED ORGANIZATIONALLY AWAY FROM
THE COMMUNITY AND HAVE REFUSED TO ACCEPT THE RESPONSIBILITY OF
SUCCESSFULLY EDUCATING ANYONE, WHILE INSISTING THAT ALL CHILDREN
'FIT A CERTAIN MOLD. This concept is inherent in, the deprived
model _theory. The deprived model desighates that the low-income
or minority child has deficient home experiences, in contrast to
the middle-income, English speaking Anglo child. Proponents of
the'dsprived model contend.that qualitative and quantitative sub-
standard experiences contribute to the chi/4's developmental
deEiciencies,'which they propose hinder cognitive; linguistic,
and motivational growth (Bereiter and Ehgleman, 1966; Deutsch,
1964; Hess and Shipman, 1968; lunt, 1966). The' deprived model
has been the predominant theory used in the education of the low-
income and minority Children (Eir.ens, 1975). In this type Of
program, the language and culture of the low-income or minority
child is determined as deficientWthus supporting the notion that
this child is incapable .of funotidning adequately in the public
schools. The implementation of programs utilizing the deprived
model has resulted,in.rejection, rather than acceptance of the
minority or low-income student by the public school system.

The public,school system'can be described as,preparing females
and males for traditional roles. The schools have enforced exis-
ting attitudes of a sexist society through their curri ulum, social
interaction, and inatructional,materials (Levy,, 1974; Cune,

1973). According to Levy, schools have played a major ole in
the perpetuation of sexism by forcing childrdn into rigidly. defined
rOles. Levy found that schools segregated girls and boys into
different lines,,seating arrangements, and curricula. The ,euthority
structure of,the schools can be described .as reinforcing'the tra-
ditional se's roles by haviv a. -male principal as the authority,
with women teachers under him. Thus, just by going to school, the
children are being taught the supposed inferior'status of women.

Very little literature it available regarding the. educational
aspirations ,of the Chicaha student. Vasquez (1978) studied the,
factors which'influenced the education goals of Chicane studehts
(n-loo) in three high schools in Los Angeles-County.. She found
thatthe Chicana'sparents were the most supportive to the student
,going to college. Thestudent's teachers offered little encourage-
ment, while the high soiRkil counselor gave the'least. For instance,
if college recruiters were on the high. school campus, thd'oouriselor



.usually did not inform the Chicane students. In addition, school
staff-did not_encouregethe---Chicanastudent to attend career--
.placement centers. According to Vasquez, the Chicane student did
have high aspirations regarding attending.-college, but had dif-
fioultk financing'a college education. This was due to the low
income status of the parents and the large Chicano families

Instructional materials have been dominated by the depiction
of.maIes and the lack of positive female depictions. Studies
indiCate that books -.whether textbooks.or supplemental - are
racist and sexist in nature (Cbuncil on. Interracial Books for
Children, 1975;;Women on Words and Images, 1974). Accoiding,to
these studies, Children's books (preschool through high school
level) tend to reinforce the.racism and sexism of sooi4ty. Another
-study found thit textbooks did not adequately represent the large
number of women currently employed; nor did they depict the wlde
range of occupations that women-worked in (Zuerscher, 1974).
Zueescher found that the female personality depicted in textbooks
was usually: dependent, submissive, unagressive,.
illogical, easily influenced by others, and overly sensitive.

As products of a sexist society, teachers have carried with
them biasei about what females and males should-be and should do.
Spaulding studied teacher-pupil interaction (Nickerson, born, Gun,
Speizer and Wasserman, 1975). She found that teachers were more
interested .in' boys than in girls in four categories of teaching.
These'categories were: 1) behavior-approval; 2) instruction;
3) listening,, and 4) disapprol4I-. Another study found that teachers
tended to reinforce Problem-solving,skills in boys and dependency
in girls (Serbin, O'Leary, Kent end Tonick, 1973). This study
found that teachers-stre!sedi ep ndence. and problem solving--
more than eight times more in boys as compared to girls.

For over thirty years social scientists" have portrayed the
language etand culture of the. Chicano as the cause of the low
scholastic achievement of the Chicana(o)'Otudent. The _Chicano
family has been depicted as the` source of the academic problems
of the Chicana(o). Vaca (1970) found'tfiet in reviewing social
science literature on the Chicana(o) negative attributes were
given to the Chicana(o) and positive ones to the Anglo. The lan-
guage and culture of the Chicana(o) were Indicated as'the" cause
of'their failure in the American school system. Hernandez-(1970)
in her analysis of the social science literature on the Chicano
found two models. The.Mexican American Model ,in which the Chicane( o).
was depicted as undisciplined, content with low status, emotional.
llegical, fatalistic, with a passive and static history. On the

other hand, the socialtscience literature depicted Anglos to .be
disciplined,,achievers, nonemotional, with a culture that was rich,
ahcieving, and innovative. Hernandez criticized both models be-
cause the cause of the social problems of the Chicano community'
was placed not with the dominant society, but with the Chicano parent:



"...then the child's.Mexican American culture is the Archenemy.
_The_Oatents are then the 'Typhoid Mary' of the Mexican 'American

culture" (p. 12)F.

Discrimination-from cultural, linguistic; and sexist pets-
Pectives.has been well-docuthented. Cote-Robles de-Suare_z (1976)
cited the following institutional practices cf. ,the schools 'as
affecting 'the academic achievement of the Chicana(o) student in
the public schools:

1 - Suppression of the Spanish, language in the c's0hools;

- . Exclusion of the Chicano language and culture Rin the schools
instructional setting;

ExCinsion'of the Chicano language and,culture the learning
experiences for programs;

Under-representation of CI cana(o) staff in the,.public schools;'

Linguistic and cultural bias in testing;

Exclusion of Chicanes +,o1 in educational decis 0 -mak4gv

DiscLmination.ayainst the Chicanes (o) student due to ability
grouping and tracking 4,

- Segregation of the Chicana(o)stndent in the pu]

9 7 Inadequacy of the' public schocil staff wo
-stndentv

,- Irrelevant teacher e uCation for the tea
Chicane (o) student;_

11 -Negative attitudes of teachers toward, the Chicana(o) student;

schools;

thehiCaus(b

h ng, toward

12 - Under-representation of Chicano parent.and community, involve-
meat in thd public-schools;

Learning theory not taking i`ntc consider
language and 'culture.

E fecEs oflorejudicial treatment by the dominant s dietY.

Someohe who has been rejected and discriminated agaihst con-
o.,

nay develop ego defenses,to combat thislabusive bphavior.
"The type 9f-ego defenses _used by a person' who has i been.diScrimin-
ated against will 'depend upon oneIs life style,,.ontlook on ,life,
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and how= severe tHe prejudicial treatment has -been discriminated
against will depend urion one's life style, outlook on life,- and
how severe'the prejudicial treatment has been (CotaRobles de
Suarez, 1971). Major effects of racial prejudice on the Chicana(o
were `dete:mined by Cota-Robles de Suarez as being: 1) obsessive
concern, 2) denial of membership,-3) withdrawal, 4) passivity, _

5) ,clowning, -6) self-hatred, and 7),group solidarity. Morales
, (1976) found the following social problems in the. Chicano com- e.

munity due to racism: 1)'law academic achievement in :the. schools,
2) high uzmployment, 3) broken homes, 4) excessive police aur-
i:reillance, 5) police-community animositY, 6Y overrepresehtation

, of Chicankko)s imprisoned for alcoholic and drug.offenses, and
8) societal resistance of funding community health centers which-

. are under Chicano community C'ontrol. Morales offered as the cause
of the-above conditions the white racismof the dominant
against the economically disadvantaged Ch cano and tbs denial- `of
quality mental health services for the lo -income Chicana(0)s.
Memmi (-1965) in his classic analysis of colonialism, described

e colonized as wanting to adopt the values' of the colonizers.
But in order to do this, Memmi stressed that the calonised must
deny her (his) own culture and porrovt- frail that of the colonizers.
Miami- poses. this significant question 1p. 123-124) , "Must, he,
all* his life, be ashamed of what is most real to him, of the only
things not borrowed? Must he insist on denying himself, and
moreover, wifl.he always be able' to stand it?"

Psychologists have streiSed that self-esteem is of funda-
mental importance in healthy personality formation. Maslow (1958)

'indicated that 'satisfaction of the self-esteem needs insured,

.feelings of -self-worth: And self-confidence. Sanchez (1966) pointed
out that the language and, culture of the child' are' imPortant
variables of .'selfesteem.

When the dominant group . speaks one language and . a minority
group speaks another, -the language of, the dominant.'group becomes
the language of the institutions, thereby becoming the symbol of
itatus But, if a person speaks a language other than the domin-

.

ant-one, and is struggling to learn this second language, a con-
flict may arise (Levine, 1966) . The conflict, could. be 'internalized,
leaving a mark On the person's social emotional adjustment. If
the pestn.1 is forced to reject her/his home language, due 'to. Pres-
sures' from Athe dominant society, this may cause psychological
damage to' the ,person, according to Levine.' If the person is young,
or a child, the tensions produced by negating one's language may
have adverse effects upon -the person's 'emotional and social develop-
ment (Levine).

,3
The Chicana(o) student,'s entire school life is dominated by

English language. If the °student is monolingual, ,Spanish-
speaking and the school staff does 'not speak Spanish, the child' s

basic 'needs cannot be met. The effects of this 'treatment can- be
immediate 'and severe , for culture and language are at the core of.



a person,s,self-concept. The langpage and culture carry over-
tonei of one's:family, botne, and Community. "We all-love-to-be-
addreSSed...en la lengua- aue mamamas tin the language we suckled) "
(Senchei, 1966, p. 16). .

i /

Semeral studies have concluded that the school's insistence
on making the Chicana(0) change her/his language and culture has
had-severe effects on the.studente (Derbyshire, 1966; Cordova,
1969;'Ramirez, 1970; National EdUcation Associatidn, 1p66). For
instance, Derbyshire studied Chkcana(o)- adolescents living in an
EastLos Angeles neighborhood. !HeJfound that Ohicana(o)s who
identified with the Chicano culture were-better adjusted, more
adaptive to conflicts and were more open-minded. Derbyshire
concluded that identification with the Chicaub culture was an im-
portant aspect in the maintenance of a s5able sense of idpntity
while grouping up in the United States. The National Education
Association (1966) in its study of Spanish-srseaking students in
the Southweetv cited that the school's treatment Of the Chicana(o)
Spanish-speaking student is the cause of the student's poor self-

:concept. In telling the student not to speak her/his home len-.
guage 'in school, this institution is telling the child that'her/
his language is of no worth, that the peoplewho speak Spanish
re of no worth, and therefore, that the child is of no worth
(National Education Association, 1966). Thus, a negative self-
concept. can be developed"by the child because of.the way the:
school treats the child's language and culture.

, - .

Educational Stratification

Studies indicate that the rich have benefited most -Ircrs
public education. Deepite accountsoto the dontrar, education
has been a sorting vehicle which enables the children-of the
affluent to retain or improve their advantage, while rarely
advancing the status of other children (Spring,. 1977; Katz, 197 v
Greer, 19714. Around 1900, large numbers of low-inbome and
immigrantrchildren began attending , high schools This caused
the public schdol system to,develop a stratification system in
secondary schooling'(Bowles and\Ginitis, 1977). This concept
of aorranon curriculum was developed for the low-income sdhild,
and the'academic curriculum remained for the middle and.upper-
Class child. The vocational edUcatibn moveinent was, according to
Bowles and Ginitis, the result of this concept. ..Vocational'
education was less a resise to;the specific:job training needs
of the rapidly expanding b

t
sines sector, but an accomodation

of a previonelY elite institution -.the high school - to, the
changing needs of reproducing the\economic structure (Bowles and
Ginitis).' Particularly important\in this respect was tha.,,use of,
the idealogy of vocationalism to justify a tracking systein which
would deparate and stratify yOung People'lcosely according to
race,'e nic origins .and class background.

,r.



Spring (1973) specified that one of the,fUnctions of the
Qel. v m shay seen to_d_e_signate and prepare "students

for a specific role in society. Schools, from kirdr4rgarten
through college, have been described by Karier (1973) as reject-
ing the objectives for personal growth in,order to function as
a seleation and. Sorting vehicle. Bowles (1972) was more specific4
and contended that children of factory, workers were prepared by
the schools for factory work. According to Bowles, this type
'of education emphasized adherence-to authority outside the family,
respect for authority, discipline, punctuality, and accountability
for one's work. Levine described the roles of the schools as
selecting and allocating students, to their ultimate posi ..ions of
inequality on the Social, economic, and political hierarchies
status.

One vehicle that has been used in this sorting_ and- selection
process is the Intelligence Quotient (.Q.)uTests. Spring (1977)
criticized -the school's use of I.Q. tests for differentiating
pupils-into particular .social positions.

1.Q. tests provide the mechanism for-selectivity within
the school....Good performance onrthe tests was enshrined
as having more social value th'n traditionalyaidsticks
used to measure the worth' of a man. At time in the
history of, Western man, qualities such as humility,
honor, justice, and compassion have been considered
standards by which men judged a person's social'worth...
L.Q..tests discriminate against 'certain personality
types...(they) discriminate against those-who could not
or would'not function well in 'an organized institutional
str4actur-e----Pacau erms
of an individual's success within such institutions,
they became not so much a test of something called native
intelligence, but rather one of ability to perform well
in organized institutions. (p. 37-38) .

.As-early as1934, standarized tests were d signated:aS being
discriMinatory, to the Chicana(o) (Sanchez, 1966). Garcia (1972)
criticized utilizing I.Q. test data for group consideration be7-
cause certain groupS (Chicanos) are.then labeled as .being_ subor-
'dinate 'When the Chicana(o) 'Child adores lower than
.the Anglo child on a test composed of predominantly Anglo test,
items, ,the Chicana(o) according:to Garcia, is then blamed for
the poor performance-. Garcia contended.-that in all fairness to
the Chicahapo), items relevent to.the Chicano culture should be
includedin the I.Q. tests.- Mercer (1972) studied intelligence
test scores, adaptive behaVior- measures, and'sociocuitural vari-
Ablei of Black, and 'Angloa.,with an 1.0. score of 85 or
below_ She found that the Anglos scored with the laet'. 'percent
Of the adaptive bbhavior scale. Sixty percent of the Chicanos and
91.percent. of the Slacks With I.O.'S below 70passed .the adaptive
behavior test. Thus, the Chicanos and SlaCks inthis.supp.Oied



aloerange cou1 functibn in society, whereaS the Anglo was un-
to dg so. Mercer concluded that the standarized I.Q. test

were culturally -biased, favoring the Ineasurement of the individ-
uals's Anglo beckgrohnd. ."The more Anglocized anon-Anglo is,
the, better he doeS on I.Q. tests" (Mercer, p. 50).

It is therefore not surprising that the Chicane and Chicand'
haveshad a poor academic record in the public schools. The median
years-of schooling completed by the Chicane, 14 years and over-.
is 8.9 .(U.S. 'Bureau of Census, 1975)_ Of 'Chicanes, 25 years end
over, 25.8 percent completed high school.. Yet, of those who went
on to college,' only 1.5 percent completed four years or more of
college (U.S., Bureau- of Cehsus, 1975Y'.-

Recommendations

o

This chapter has presented,en overview of racist and sexist
.

practices affecting the minority woman, with special emphasis on
the Chicana. Alternatives need-to be presented in order for the
minority woman to be viewed in a positive manner by society.
The following are-some brief recommendationsfor initiating such
alternatives. Three levels are suggested for effecting changes:

1. Perception
This is the conscious -aising level. .The.person begins
to designate racist /sexist- -practices affedting the rni-
nority woman. As awareness. increases, the person can
perceive more and more of-these practices. Perception
Can be achieved- through.perCipation in workshops,:'
-Conferences, discuesion,graups and ".rap:sesSione which
present racist/sexist aspects insociety.'

Sensitivity
After, a person-is, able to perceive racist /sexist behavior-
affecting the minority woman, `the next btage.is to become.
sensitive to the needs of the minority woman regarding
these practices.. The person seds 'to examine'her/his
values "regarding sexism and racism.. If racism or sexism
Is part of one's .,values system,- these ;concepts should be
discarded.,,-

ResPonse
The next level is to.. put the sensitivity into.action.
The- person -is now willing to initiate changes. a(he)-_
resppnds by'producing-pr participating,in a plan of
operation.

The woman, it should be noted that because stratification
ryes .the'pol ticelly and economically powerfu l -"these persons

14



may resist change and specifically from minority groups has been
maintdIned at the lowest-leVels--o-fl-s-eoci-e-teI-oaste-sys-ternr----
Sexiam'and racism deny her access to a wide variety of activities
and behaviors. Eradication of these practices will allow the woman
to develop a full and creative role in society. -This will benefit
the minority woman; her family, and the community as a whole.

2For another description of racial prejudice and discrimin-
ation see Amado Padilla and Rene Ruiz, Latino Mental Health,
Washington, D.C., United States Government-Printing Office,
1973, Chapter 7.

N 0 T E S'

Racial prejudice and racism e used synonymously,.
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College Programs Servicing

The Chican_ and Other

Minority Women

CPAS ER T40

by

CEClrl A CCTA-ROBLES SUAVEZ

Historically, very few educational programs on the college
level have been offered specifically for the Chicane. Most pro-
grams are for minority, low-income, or disadvantaged students
(the terms are usually synonymOus). This chapter will discuss
some of the programs which have usually attracted a large number
of minority. women. Positive elements and problems of the pro-
grams will be delineated. Rscommendations'that will enhance the
offerinqs for the minority woman will be offered.

COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Community colleges or junior, colleges are two -year insti-
tutions which offer a. variety of vocational-and academic programs
for the student. The community college usually services hi4h
school'graduates or students with a high school equivalency who
do not meet entrance requirements of four -year, colleges, and ,

universities ur who cannot afford more expensive schoOls. The
stress may therefore,,, tend to be, in some instances remedial.
Yet, if the student plans to transfer to a four-year college, she
OhOuld, upon gradUation from the two-year institution, be able to

-compete with students in the four- year. College. The community
college will prepare the student to succeed academically in the
four-year institution..

,

Cotmunity colleges fill 'a need for various types of, minority

women:

1. The.,minority woman who is undecided about going to
college and wishes, to take a few courses in order to
determine her career directiOn;

The minority woman who may have been.encouraged'by
the high school to go to college and therefore may'need
to up -grade her skills in the academic area;
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The minority woman who is persuing a two-year vocation
degree;

The-minoritY- woman who wants to go on to a four-year
institution in order to obtain a B.A., butHwas not ac-
cepted in a lour-year institution due to poor high
school grades, lack of money,-or lack of transportatibn.

The minority woman who wants a low cost education, two-
year college tuition (if any) is much less'than the
tuition of a four-year college.

The instructors in community colleges should be supportive
and flexible in their instructional procedures. They need to be
willing to spend extra time'with,the students - counseling, tutoring,
and'adVising. Because sortie of the e-courses are remedial nature
the community college instructors should have patience and good
instructional technques'in order to meet thraneeds and interests
of the students.

'TheThe coMmunity colleges offer two types of prog s, or traoks:
1) an occupational or vocational track Which leads to an Associate
of Arts degree and'2).an academic track which apows the student
to transfer to a fodr-year college in order to complete a B.A...
The majors in the vocational or occupational track usually lead to
occupations kuch as aides, assistants, or technicians. The fol-
loWing are examples of vocational or occupational majors: fashion
design and" merchandising:, banking and finance, business_ management,
data processing, real estate, graphic communication arts, photo-
graphyl-theater arts, family and consumer studies, healthgoocupa
"tions, industrial occupations, public service occupations and
human-service workers.

The student who wishes to obtain a terminal Associate of Arts
degree-in a community college has a variety of programs offered to
her. The student may be in an Associate of Arts-program for one of
the following reasons: interest in a certain Associate of Arts
major, available, finsnces for.crily a two-year program, lack' of
transportation to a four-year college. Usually the urgency of
getting into the job market as quickly as possible may be the
determining factor in choosing a two-year degree.

The minority woman in a two-year and four-year college set-
tiring must be carefully counseled in order that- she completes the
course-work in as short a time as possible. If dhe is,not properly
couhseled, she may take an over-abundance of courses, without
having taken'. the one requisite for a major. Some minority women
take course after course, without going to an academic counselor
for program information for following the college catalog. She ib,
therefore, making choices regarding her course of study in a vacuum.
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The community college can prepare the student to transfer
into a four-year college. Remedial work, career counseling, and
academic counseling, are offered to the student in order for her

to go on to a four-year institution. Due to ekisting'se>cist/
racist stereotypes regarding the minority woman, some counselors
may not encourage the minority woman as unable to complete a
four-year coursepf study. In addition, the minority woman may

ifeel inadequate n college. She may not have been encouxaged,to
seek an academic career in high school, nor did anyone in the
high sch_ol consider her a,capable student in the academic area.

FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES

The four-year college offers a B.A. for the student who
desires to go beyond a two-year degree. The B.A. can prepare
the.student for a variety of Occupations, such as accounting,
agridulture0 engineering, home economics, public_
etc.. The four-year institutions can also serve as pre -entry to.

Advanced degrees such as: Teaching Credential, Masters Degree,
Doctoral Degree,. Law Degree, etc.'.,

Very few college programs have been developed and implemented
specifically for the low - income minority woman. Most are desig-
nated as-programs for the academically'lowachiever or low-income.
And the minority nal* or female usually falls_ into onecateOry
or both. The following will discuss some of the programs that
have many minority women as participants -.

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM

The college program that probably has the highest level of
low- income minority women participants is the Educational Oppor-
tunity Program, usually termed gm!. EOP dispenses grants and
special services to low-income or academically low'student. In

California, a student with bona fide status in EOP (that is a
st dent who is able to receive EOP money) must:

be a Tesident.of California;

2. be an undergraduate Student;

3. be enrolled on a full-time or half-time basis in the college;

have a bona fide status - meaning that slhe) his the potential
to perform satisfactorily at the college level,,but.has not
been able to realize this potential due to economic, educa-
tional, or environmental reasons;
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_ID eligible for and is ,admitted under special' collcH,
missions'prooedures to Title 5, Sections 40769 or 40 7;

6. be nominated by an appropriate State agency, a Californi.,
high school, the Veterans Administratione-or 6 campus president
or designee of the California State Universities or Colleges.'

Tocontinue as a bona fide student-once-s(he) has been
detei-mined as such, the student needs to qualify under the college
guidelines. Forjnstance,'the California c011eges,and universi-
ties usually have the following criteria for their students::

1. must carry a minimum of 12 units per, term;.

must complete a minimum of -24 semester /36 quarter units in a
twelve month period;

must maintain a 2.0 grade point ave age.

EOP offers a variety of supportive services to the EOP student.
Special classes areoffered to the EOP student. These classes are
geared to the student's needs and interests. Tutorial, services ,

are given to the student who needs special academic assistance in
a certain discipline. Counseling in EOP can be academidcoun
seling (regarding coursework); career counseling'(regarding the
career choices the college course, will- lead to) and personal coun-
seling (regarding personal problems), 'The counselor may-be a .

regular counselor (that is one who has a degree in counseling or,a.
related field), or peer counselor (a student who may be a year
or so ahead 'of the FOP student). One of the objectives of the
counselor-coordinator is to be in close contact-with the student's
progress at all" times. This will enable EOP to determine, whether.
the student is obtaining the full benefits of the EOP Program, or
needs help,of some kind.

Various: exemplary FOP Programs can be found,thr ughout the
country. EOP has enabled the low - income or 'educationally dis-
advantaged student to succeed in a college setting that has usually
been hostile to this,type of student. FOP Programs are offered
both at community colleges and four-year colleges4 These programs
have done an outstanding job in working 'with the student that had

-not been designated as college potential in high school, nor had
been encouraged to go to college. Thr ugh Ithe hard work, dedic-
ation,end sensitivity of the EOP staf students who previously.

"did 'not have the opportunity to obtain a ege degree, are now
doing so.
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several,, concerns have been delineated regarding the BOP
program and other programs such as this one.' First of all,

'many of the students have been found to be at an unusually _low
aCademic level (Such as basic skills in reading, coMpositiOn,
and math). These low levels, Sometimes as low as early elemen-
tary_ level, maYeriot enable the student to function in a post-
secondary setting.until s(he) can up-grade her/his academic
skills. The student who has low academic skills will have to
work much harder than 'the average .student in order to maintain
her(his) grades, Counseling and tutorial services can alleviate
the students ,concerns regarding.her(his) inability to function

-adequately in the college setting, while being allowed to catch
up with theregular student. Another problemfaced.by the IOP
student is the low level of monies available at the present time.

The era of grandiose government spending in college programs has-
been,over-for some time. This may mean that pbtential students,
especially. .those with a family, will be discouraged from seeking
monies other than BOP grants. If will be a Sacrifice for'thp
woman head of a household, for instance, to'obtain,a college
education if grant monies ere very small. It is particularly
difficult for the woman who heads a household because of a...
California ruling that she bust first try to obtain money.from
welfare and then B.0.2: will match that money. Many of these
.Potential students do not want to get on welfare to go to college

r to ask welfare for the money'il they are already on welfare.
Instead, they will -try to work (which diminishes their Chances of
succeeding in school), Or they just decide not to go,to-school.
Another area of cancern is the dwindaing supportive services

offered to the BOP student. Servides such as career counseling
and day care services are not asavailable now _as in previous

years. The money now funded for.EOP_does not-allow for supportive
services that will assist the- low-indbme woman in college. And

'lastly, but..for some persons, the first and foremost area of
concern regarding minority women, has not been It

usually an objective of the BOP recruiter, or some FOP staff member
to attempt to reach the feMale. If the recruitment of the female
is not adobjective, then.the EOP Program will have an unusually

'large amount of .males with few femeles. The goal Of BOP ,.Programs
should beto. haVe, students (female And male), in the program, that

ere proportionately reflective of the population served.

BILINGUAL TEACHER CORPS

Another type of program which has many minority, and speci
fically Chicane students is therstate/federal Bilingual Teacher.

Corps Program. By its very nature, this program attracts many
Chicanes. That is, the funding is specifically for teacher-aides
working in bilingUal-bicultural programs under Title VII (Bilingual

Educatioq). For the most part, the teacher-aides in the public
schools ire 1ow-income women. The aides are usually Chicanas, if
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the
pro
-to

program-serves a large number of Chicano children in bilingual
rams. It offers,the participants grants up to $1,500 -. with up
200. for expenses. Qualifications for grants are:

1. employment as.a teacher-aide in a,bilingual funded program;

2. bilingual proficiency in .the language utilized in:the
bilingual program employed;

enrollment in college with a major leading to a Bilingual-
Cross Cultural Credential or its equivalent (either
elementarYor secandary).,

In order to continue in the program, the participant must
carry a minimum student load of '9 quarter units per quarter or
12 semester units per semester.

This program is designed to move the teacher -aide into a'
credentialled teacher position. It also fills the- need for bi-

gual,bicultural teachers. The participant in the, program
servicing programs for Chicano student, is usually Chicane). She
is an experienced teacher-aide who has many years of teaching
credential.. The .reason for not having gone, to school,is usually
lack of money, or lack of time because of family obligations.

Some of -Pie problems encountared by the participant in 'his .

qram may be typical of other programs which have Chicane students.
instance, as in many such programs, the funds may not reach.,
college by the designated dates. The student will then:fabe

periods of having little or no money to meet their living expenses.
In addition, the low level of funding makes it extremely hard,'

for the person heading a household to adequately support her'
Another serious problem is the inability of a program participailt,'

to find adequate child care services for her'zhildren. The col-
lege student needs time to go to, clasees'during the afternoon
and'soMetimes in the evenings. She also needs to spend time. at
the library between classes or after classes., Because many-schools
do not provide child care services through 10 P.M. for later, and
.becaus of the low level of stipends, the participants may have a ,

difficult time obtaining proper child care services for-her children.
This rogram does not offer, the specialized'c6unseling services
offerepd byEOP Therefore, the student must be sure .to obtain
proper academic counseling that will ensure that all the.course
taken. will be credited toward the credential sought. Acdording
to the guidelines of the program, the instructors are monolingiT1,
Znglish-speaking, and also may not be willing to be flexible in
their teaching in ordet to meet the needs and interests of the
students. If the participant encounters such, instructors, she
will, become frustrated, and even fail the'courses.
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RIO HONDO CONSUMER EDUCATION/PARENT

EDUCATION PROGRAM

Rio Hondo College in Whittier, :California offers a program
that is. specifically designed-for- the Chicana 9 the Rio Hondo
Consumer Education/Parent EducatiOn Program. Developed and.
directed by Ms. Genevieve Lopez, this program has been in opera-
tion for-over seven year's. The program is presented bil,ingually
in Spanish and English.'. Another unique feature of the program
is that it goes to the community, thereby.. making it possible
for persons Unable to go to college to attend college classes,
A28-foot mobil classroom is driven into the community served -
the Whittier, Pico Rivera, El Monte area. The mobil classroom
is parked at various predesignated sites in the service area.
This may b in front of a church, school, community, center,. or
Park,

The courses in this program introauce the student to parent
and consumer education. The students range from teen, mothers to
senior citizens. While the students are in class, a child develop-
ment program is offered to the prescho61 child, utilizing the a
mobil classrooM. The content stresses & bilingual- bicultural
emphasis utilizing the developmental atages of the two to five-.
year "old children in the learning aCtivities. While the preschool
program is conducted in the mobil classroom by,an experienced
bilingual-bicultural preschool teacher, the parent education and
consumer education are being presented at the designated sites in
the community by Ms. Lopez.

The Consumer Education classes cover topics such as low -

cost cooking, sewing instruction, money management, consumer rights,
and women's rights. Parent education classes include subjects
such as family relations, child development, and child obser-
vation. The presshool program encompasses learning experiences
in language develdpment, dramatic play, art, mtsic, science, nu-
trition; self-Awareness, and interpersonal rely ions. The learning
experiences are presented in a bilingual-bicultural setting.
This type of setting is one in which the Chicano children,and the
Anglo children will feel at ease and will learn.

- The Rio Hondo Consumer Education /Parent Edification Program is
a vehicle whereby persons (mostly Chicanas), can attend college,
who cannot otherwise do so. In this_manner, the participants are
introddped to the community College.and its offerings. One-of
the'objectiVetof-the prograt is to encourage and to track the
studentt to explore alternatives to their existing life-stylesr
including seeking a college degree

. ,
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT LOS ANGELES (U.C.L.A.)
CHICANO STUDIES BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL HEAD START

TRAINING PROGRAM

The U.C.L.A. Bilingual Bicultural Head Start TrainingJ,rogram
was funded in 1971 through the Department 'of aeaith, Education and
Welfare (U.E.W.) Office of Child Developmenttraining.funds. Al-
though no. longer in operation, it has served as.a model for early
childhood programs for'the Chicano;prescho91 child. It was a
PionepreffOrt- to present a training model to Head Start teachers
who worked with Chicano children in the Los Angeles cotirity Area.
the Program served, 00 Head Start teachers and teacher-aides in
this region.. Most of:the participants were Chicanes. The couri
closest to; the largest,concentration of Head Start classes serving
Chicano:children. areas were :. East Los Angelesthe San
Fernando Valley, Compton, Pasadena,and central Los Angeles.-
Requirements for program participants were

employment as a Head Start teacher or assistant teacher
in a program serving Chicano childrenl, ,

proficiency in English and Spanish -.bilingua and bi-
literate.,

The program provided' books and tuition for the participants
ths,program.. It alsolunded_five,instructors in five community
colleges who, presented one specially designed course for the
students each semester.

.The courses that were developed were an,expansion or adap.
tat on of existing early Childhood education courses offered. in
the community college6. These coursbs led-to an Aisociate of Arts'
degree_ in bilingual-bicultural early childhbod,educatiorY. Developed
by Dr.:Cecilia Cota-Robles Suarez, the curriculum-was:specifically
geared ,to the teaching of the Chicano preschdol child. The spedi-
fic courses_that Were designed and. presented in the program were
in the content areas requested by the students_. .The following,
courses were designed for the prograM:

1. Child Growth, and Development

and a. Biling-41-Bicultural Education fOr the Young,
Chicano child 2 semesters),

The Child and,the School

and 6. Creative Experiences in Early Childhood Educa-
tion 2 semesters)

Home, School, Community Relations
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-Survey rido-Hispanic Culture in the Southwest

9. Chicano Children's Literature

10. Liboratory'in Child Development

11. Organization and Administration of Nursery Schools

Because courses emphasizing the Chicane culture in early
childhood education were not available, the development of such
courses reguired not only a great deal of work, but also some
innovative .approaches. 'A 'course such as Child Growth and
Development, usually emphasi4ing the Anglo child, was changed to
bring forth issues and information on. the Chicano child. For
,instance., rather than monolingual language developmentebilingual
language deVelopment as it related to the Chicano:child was
stressed. In the course, Home, School, Community Relations, the
emphasi4 was on the Chicano community and parent,:rather than on
the Anglo.'-Creative Experiences in Early Childhood Education
presentede problembecause there were very few materials avail-
able in'the teaching of the Chicano preschool child. In keeping
with stressing the importance of the Chicano culture, the students
were,adked to bring in folktales

'

Songs,, poems, and riddles they
had learned from their parents, The students were suprised to be
designated by their'instructors as the "experts" in language arts.:
Yet, they were very cooperative in this effort. The materials
that the students compiled were mimeographed and distributed to
the various Classes. Thiswas the textbook for the'class- - a
textbook. developed by the students themselves. The underlying
Philbsophy behind each of the courses is that the Chicano language
and culture is ,not deficient, as depicted in many early childhood
eduaationclasees..The Chicano language.(including: dialect) and
cultUre were designated as being-rich in quality and continuously
growing,, In addition,-the students were encouraged to utilize
their eperiences and the experiences in the Chicano community
as the- 'basis loi-instructionalmaterials. ,This-concept differed
from the use of seeking experiences from the Anglo:community or
from thousands of mlels awayAsuch as considering only thb'culture
of Mexico.as subject ffiatter)swhile diSregarding the.. culture within
the Chicano Community, which was just a few miles,- if not steps
away.

The courses were taught bilingually, in Spanish and in Engli h.
This served two important functions: 1) the student was allowed
to practice her Spanish and English and 2) the Spanish language
was presented as an intellectual language that could be 'an integral
part of the course content. It shbitald be noted that many of the
students had been conditioned by society and the public schools
to view Spanish as an inferior language, only to be used as house-
hold communication, and to view English as the language of scholarly. --
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communication to be used in the school setting. Some of the
students had a great deal pf difficulty expressing themselves,
in,eitherSpanish or EngliSh. This was because they had been
,conditioned to think that they spoke English badly (that is

with an accent) and that their Spanish was of poor quaijty.
Therefore, the program stressed that the students express them-
selves'in both Spanish and English in a nog

:

dgemental setting.
The instructors reinforced their verbal an written communica-
tions in a positive manner, In a short tim.._ the students ar,
,ticulated much more and without fear of being corrected. The
more they expressed themselves, the more proficient they became.

The instructors were a key ingredient of the program. They
were required to have earl:-childhood'teaching experience in the
Chicano,communityl to be bilingual in Spanish and English, and
to be knowledgeable regarding the Chicano culture. In many in-
stances, the instructors hired by the program were the first
Chicana(o) instructors teaching in the early childhood'education
department of that college, It was clear that many colleges do
not have a priority_for hiring Chicano faculty, unless special
funding monies are obtained for bilingual-bicultural education.

The program'offered various unique features. The subject
matter in the classes was presented in either Spanish or English
or both, depending on the choide of the,students in the class.
The-program stressed that the students experience successes,. in

order to enhance their self-esteem and to encourage them to con-
tinue as students. The instruction was highly flexible,meeting
the' needs and interests of the.students. Tor instance( class
assignments were allowed to be written in Spanish or in English,
whichever the student-was:more proficient An._ The'scheduling of

the classes was implemented in consultation with -the students.
The students had input as to the course.. to be offered, the day,
time,.and location of the course-presented.

The first courses were 'presented at Head Start Centers in
the Chicano community.- This not only was more Convenient for
the students, but_ also was a more familiar setting forthem
Because colleges 'do have services that were not in tie community
centers (such as library facilities, audio-visual equipment, etc.)
the next Step was to phase the students .into a college.setting.
This was-a big and even threatening move.-jn, order for the students
tb be phased into a college setting, various strategies were
utilized. The counselor assisted the students in filling out
the forms. Thd completed forms were then taken by the counselor
baCk to her/his college. All the students were then given an
appointment to:register at the college.' A certain, block of time
Was reserved by the college An order Ibrall of the 'students in
the.programto register at the same time 'Once the students-were
registered, a certain -counselor was designated by the .program as
the'person to seek if they needed help.' The counselor chosen by
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the progr was one who had shown an inteml t in the students
or had previous experience in counseling Chicanos and Chicanos.
As the program progressed, the prt,gram'personnel checked the
students" competencies to determino the need to take a remedial
course or A prerequisite course before taking a certain required
course.

When the students had been in the community college for one
semester or more, they were counseled into taking not only the
programle cc ntact course, but also one or two other courses,
This would enable the students to complete their studies in a
shorter time. The students were encouraged to take courses
leading toward a teaching credential and not stop at an Associate
of Arts degree.

The success of the studente was incredible. Many of the
participants completed an Associate of Arta degree. Others have
graduated from a four-year college with a teaching credential.
Still others have transfered out of the program to another college
program, Yet, the participants' first successful college expe-
rience was with the U.C.L.A. Bilingual - Bicultural Head Start
Training Program. This program initiated-an interest in higher
education for the students and gave them the impetus that they

needed to succeed in college.

SUMMARY

The low - income minority woman faces many obstacles that may
hinder her completing a college program (either two-year cr four-
year). Pirst of all, the minority woman has been conditioned by
society to stay et home and take care of the house and the chil-
dren. The minority woman should not allow herself to be condi-
tiened into the role of a wife and mother. She will need unusual
diligence and stamina to succeed in college, but she can! The
minority woman needs to be viewed by the school a6 college material.
The schools should take her educational goals serioesly, and not .

ev.unsel her out of going to college.. Presently, colle(ge stipends
are becoming smaller and smaller. In order for the minority woman,
especially the one heading a household to adequately provide for
her living expe6es, grant monies should be made sufficient for

her to live on and for her family to be provided for adequately.
Another area of concern is the counseling of minority women. The
college counselors should be sensitive to the minority woman and
her needs. They should be able to give her the necessary infor-
mation regarding courses needed for a certain major. In order,
for the minority woman to succeed in a college setting, adequate
ehild care arrangements should be` provided for her children. This
will enable her to go to school and to study without being con-
cerned with the well-being of her family. Lastly, the college



instructors sh,I1i be flexible in their aching methodology.
Rather than be,Lng oncerned with the subject matter of the course,
the instructors need to gear their teaching to, the needs and
interests of the StWents. If all the above factors are taken
into consideratiOn in the college setting, the minority woman will
be able to succeed, in her college studies.

Historicallyo the colleges have not attempted to adequately
teach the minority Women. The statistics on the minority women
college graduates are miniscule. in fact, the number of minority,
women graduates frOM college, and then goint on to graduate school
is so small, that Otatistics cannot be obtained regarding this
area. Something nOods to be done to change the current practices
in the educatiOn Of the minority woman. This chapter has presented
some of the progFAMS that have been successful in educating the
minority woman. ROCiam and sexism is still pervasive in colleges
and universities. even. tbdayoinstitutions of higher learning are
still elitest and resistant to change. Affirmative action recruit-
ment programs fOr.faCulty and students can be said to be ineffec-
tive - sometimes intentionally. The recent United State Supreme
Court Bakke DecisiOn which disallows the use of racial quotas
for college admidOion is a step backwards in the area of Affir-
mative Action Programs. Therefore, it is not the minority woman
who needs to change -,. but the institutions of higher learning.
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C3reer DeVelopment for

A.F.D.C. Women

CHAPTER THREE

by

DANIEL MEZA

My 4irect involvement with the coil welfare women's
tration with federal guidelines and t r daily frustrations

.
coping with higher education led to m conceptualization

0"Z they significant features of an effective career development
system.

An effective system should consist 1) biculturally
Ort nted outreach component; 2) a precollege orientation pro-
groin; end. 3) a personal, career and community services counseling
proCe;:is. It is important to keep in mind that my experiences
were at the community junior college level. The setting of such -
cc Loges is very different from four-year universitcles. They are
U$Ually located in the heart of a city or its suburbs. The student
population is very commuter oriented versus residential oriented
and the curriculum has a remedial track that can enable the Ipw-
i4COMe students with little educational background to pursue a
college degree after they have made up any deficiencies. They
have also become major receptors of G.E.D. (high school equiva-
400Cy certified) graduates.

moreover community junior colleges are designed to offer
OhOrt-term programs not lasting more than tw calendar years.
is in the community colleges that a significant resourc in the
training of A.F.D.C. or-low-income women is found. Their program
Offerings are supported by institutional organizations such as
State, regional, and national accreditation associations. In
addition, many community junior colleges design their program
cwriculum in relationship to employer manpower needs and according
to accreditation guidelines.

OUTREACH

THE INITIAL STAGE

Outreach as the word signifies involves ring technique
in the term. This process, howeverto me is a trait inheren



rx-Volves one in ingredient : personnel with a poiitive and
qafl.dencelnUldizg attitude. It cannot be, emphasized enough

impqrtraat ,it is t have` duality in the personnel of
program: 6cncerned with effective career development for

women.

The -co,nfidence-building prodess is a very significant
element in career development becauee of the personal trust and

it ".0 ate bxing to A.F.D. C. women. Because' of having been
rejected by EfoOlaty as a whole, the feeling that someone really
is concerned about them means very mach to these worden. This

itive attitude cam be transmitted in man ways but is most
active tIrctigh disclosure of informatidn which usually occurs
,g persom-tc-persom setting; that is, public hbusing project,

ocanutrunity serivice agency, 'welfare office, or first days of
colrege orientation:

Th6, disclosure of process involves making the
A.X.1D.C. cliert -understand what services are actually being
offered to -them. Through written materials, it outlines point-
by-poirit what benefits. can acrue to .them.

In r=ecruiting them to a community junior college, the poten-,
l -students must be informed of the financial assistance avail?

le for their training and budget needs, and the detailEt of the
mechanics of such programs. Pox example, the worker should ex-
plain to the A.F.D.C. client qualificatidns for the grant, period
of time g-raalt is available, application deadlines, student
1j4ibility , and so forth. All pertinent information regarding

obtaining- amd maintaining financial, assistance should be clearly
delineated.

Like -wisp a specific deScriptionof 'the college s technical
academic pecgrams mustbe presented. 'A good approach 'would be
subdiiride all technical-vocational programs such as health
ars, licinsed vocational nursing, operating roma technician
ologi-c technician, etc. versus .technical-business programs

#abliide restaurant management, real estate, bus.j.ness manage
p etc.. All of what I have recommended must have the ingre-
t' of An-- honest , sincere , energetic but .informative individual

oho.` cars iignAtis the fixes of curiosity into 21.11-.D.C. women who see
iothing four walls as their destiny. The efficiendy of all
oaf tbis must be topped by good follow-through any information
-commitments made by the autraach worker. For example, if the
Cutreach !worker, promises ,to send a Basic Zducational Opportunity,
4resuit aPplicaiqn to a prospective studentt.shethe must be speedy
An sending J,t to the A.F.D.C. woman.before her hqpes, are

Can imagine how significant this would be since institutions
frog family' school and welfare are continuously Making false

mises.
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Assuming that an organization we.s successful in recrultimg
women effectiVely the prospective student be

.

routed .through orientation.

This orientation process should be initiated = at least four

months .before a regular eenester is scheduied to begin. This'
will.allbw_enough'time for, any,commun mmuity agency and/or' conity
college to prepare the A.F.D.C. waMen, for their final decision.
A.F.D.C. women must make arrangements-with their financial case-
worker as to the impact of finaneial aSsiatanoe'701 their' monthly.

Allotment.- In tuirl,Ithez must prepdre for the ultimate effect.
it will haVe on the original purchase price of food atamps.
Moreover'child care and afte-schodl care for thvse dePendents
too old-for nursery school must be sought.. In many instances
it is a matter of going through an application process of Paper

ork.

Amothex way they ca.n prepare alSo is in. en6y,tuition
. money, that can be used in the event of -any university administra-
tive entanglements. there have-been many an .A.F.D.C..head of
household fiat has not been admitted, into the,college,classrooM
because or administrative fumbling of financial. assistancts,that-
waS not processed on time. _This kind of preparation time-is very,
imOortant because it can continue to either encourAgeitheApos-
pective A.F:D.C. student or stunt any hopes she might have had.

L,
The re-college orientation program should include presen-

tations by representitives of everyAtechnioal or 'academic depart

"ment: the financial aid officer, fitlancial caseworker from the
Department of Num= Resources, Occupational Interest Surveys,
and Proficiency Test Sessions.

Technical an.d Acadexriic Program Pr+eseiltations

A representative of every technicail and academic pr gram.,
s -essential,. An 'informative counselor can certainly do the lob

well if the prOgram is presented-in 4.11 informative but enthusiastic
manner.

This phase, of the program should be demonstrated through.

the use of-the.colleg.e bulletin. Most college representativs
always assume a. student knows how to eItract any infofrmation
needed. A step-By-step coverage utilizing the bulletin and making
sure each student has one in hand,to follow the speaRer is a more
effective.approach towards covering all Areas of 'training.. ThiP
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sounds lementary but very few. if any 'take such an approach.
This -coverage should Compose an overview of the occupational
duties ::and responsibilities. The expected salary range upon
comae:a-on of the training, is important. Prerequirements of
each-coXlege program should be carefully outlined' and t h e con-
tent of. the courses discussed.

The academic enoectations of- each 'of the college programs
is essential information for any prospective trainees. For

ample, the St. Phillip's College Health Careers pepartment
requires a scholastic average. of seventy-five percent in each
major course of study that is part of the program.

Financial Aid

The financial aid officer= although part of any college'
student services personnel is a 'very important figure. 'The
financial assistance information s (he) has to offer can assis
any person in need of financial resources. But herjhis funs
tion in this phase must be. one in which facts and figures of all
federal, state, and local programs are presented in terms of
"package" . I say "package" because of this approach presents_
all the individual programs_ a. student' could be eligible for such
as: Basic Educational opportunity Grant, College Work-Study, '
feileral, state and local student loans, etc.. All, of this .

information should be presented' in the context of -a student
budget detailing semester expenses in food; shelter,71=n7,
transportation and other expenses. The sensitivity towards
women a financial aid officer projects is important and must at
best Rxotray an. attitude of equality towards the dissemination
of funds and consideration for theiepersonall financial situation.

Sta Department of Human Resources

ShOttly, after the inane ial :officer has made the financial
ast.astance presentation, a financial worker from the Department.-
of Bantam Reaources could enlighten- any .prospective student into
the possible. effects the college' financial aid could have On their
welfare assistance and medical benefits. Many times a financial
caseworkex can give them necessary informaltion regarding 'Whether
they will be losing any part of the cash payments or medical
benefits. Medical benefits, are necessary benefits that many

Omen' do not wish to relic ,qUish
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After the .A.F.D.C. prospective student has had -_he.coun-
seling.servicei of the college financial aid officer and the
financial A.F.D.C. worker, she is ready to begin the testing

A;irocedures.

Testng

The testing process-for two -year colleges should inclUde a
reading-examination.to determine level of comprehension and
vocabulary, an occupational interest test, and proficiency ex,-
aminations in'basic courses such as math, English/ science, and
so forth.

At this point, the interpretation of scores by counselors
usually occuring afterthe testing process becomes, a seribus
undertaking but is one that must be net with extreme aelicacy'.
The reason for thig is that any individual can be discouraged
easily. Test scores, like many examinations, merely show .level
of proficiency at national levels. What's more they never in-
dicate how Much one can learn and retain given developmental
gourse assistance. It is a known fact, for instance, that. many
'unior colleges have a developmental program in mathematicsj
nglish-,'reading, and the like. This kind of program coin do much
for individuals who have been out of the world of the classroom.
Mbreover it does wonders for'a student's self-Cbnfidence.

The interpretation'of tests bycounselors shoUld be utilized
as a means to place a student in the proper course; that is,
developmental or the freshman college curriculum. The placement
process should- be explained, to a Student to avoid any diaillu-
sionMent on her/his part.

The fact that one makes poor scores according to a. college
test does not predict level- of success fbr anyone. Unfortunately
many college counseling centers have, made the entrance require-
ments so Scientific-that they have disregarded the significance
of human motivation and the desire it can have in making an in-
dividual relearn what she/he was badly taught at all.years back.,
colleges also may blind themselvee to cultural differences of
examinations. Therefore,' A.F.D.C; students must be reminded to
disregard the test scores and it must belpointed out that the
testing process was merely procedural. Students_ must be made
aware that their entrance into a higher institution of. learning
is developmental. In ether words, students do not enter pollecie
because they know everything:.they enter it in order to discover
what they do not knciw through research.and,instruction. 5tud.ents

must be reminded that if their desire to succeed remains'fi,rm
and if they maintain their determination to make up the courses
they are not quite prepared for, they wAll be successful.
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Once-the test results are dissemidated to the -students it
desirable, as part,of this pi collage program, to establish

and conduct clinics In mathematic ;::English,:and:,gendrai.sdience
principles. These olinie-seesion-vill give a student's-head-,
start ,in what!_te expect ,once a more,:lOrmal_ environment take.
place. It also reinforces a student ='s knowledge of what she/he
knoWs.

The Counseling Process

After the students, have been tested and they have been given
the' news regarding their scores the counselor plays a, major role
in her/his college retention. The counseling, process encompasses
many aspects such as attitude_ of A counselor, interviewing
approach; career selection; assessment of test sbores; program
placement; time-management scheduling ; a graduation plan; com-
munity supportive services; personal counseling and, lastly
follow-through.

-Eta- ound of- ,Counselor

The attitude of a.,c8unselor once again plays. a significant
role in maintaining a student's self-confidence and retention in
school. It seems that,positive attitude is 'a trait.that must be

always vibrant and alive. It has always been my contention that
oftentimes an emplOyee serving in the capacity of a counselor

0
must have had relative epxeriences so that this individual can
-identify with the problems of A.F.p.C., Low-income women.

'Empathy towards a client's- needs and aspirations can be
demonstrated easier with the proper social background of a coun-
selor. Many of our two-year colleges are rapidly bedoming major
receptors of low-income students. -Tilerefore, college staff should.
reflect- indiViduals who' have been successful but who were once.
low-income.

A counselor's pers nal value System should also be assessed
by those, individuals doing the hiring- In fact', space .should-
Provided in.the'application form where a counselor will describe
his social background and exPerj-ence with low-income students'.
Human beings in',, any society (union in relationship ,to their
established. value system and also project It in their work en-
vironment. A-counselor's value system can make the difference
in how she/he perceives the reality of many economic and social
factors that often become obstacles towards college success fOr

`the A.F.D.C.- student:



IntervieWin Process

counselor' guestioningof student_,
involves - assisting in the selection of an individual's major

,ield, of conce4tration. A counselor mist be careful at this
oin .",not to perpetuate sex stereotyped careers for w_Onen.. FOr
eXaMple, the A.F.D.C. student might express a desire to become

;registered= nurse. But, this might be because many ethnsic
0 psi. and women have been socialized into aspiring towards

certain careers. This-has been caused by an absence of role
odels-within their 'social groups. Many Chicano(a)s and Blacks-
are therefore attracted to careers such as licensed vocational
missing; registered nurse, and so fcrth.

`A counselor can. easily discourage a student through the
interviewing proCess by indicating that the growing trend is
towards nontraditional carders. As long as the program exists
at the college that should,be enough for,a counselor-to know.

Career election

Although it may seem that an A.F.D.C. studentvs career
aspirations are what'nost women are condittoned to pursuing,
counselor should utilize the opportunity to explore and introduce
other' Career-opportuiitied related to her expressed interest.
,Registered nursing, .foi example may encompass Nuclear Radiologic
Technician, MediCal. Technologist, and do forth.. The student's
work'history must also be evaluated. Her plan of action to
reach this goal should be assessed, by the counselor. Insecuri7'
ties about reaching these goals must be searched so that the
counselor can offer resources that wili-guell any apprehensions
by the student. Many insedurities such as Whether financial
assistance is available at a four-year institution can be eased
once a counselor provides-this information. In addition, infor-
mation aboUt supportive services, fbr example, tutorial assis-
tance, must be made available. This kind of information reduces,
the chances' .of f-a .studerit losing confidence in thee academic pyocess.

Graduation plan Aidba

It is strong recouL,ended that a counselor devise a
ation, plan for the .F;D.C. student'. This graduation plan ould
include a time-line agreed on by the counselee (h.F.6.0 student)
and the counselor. It gdes without saying that this time line
graduatiOn plan ShOuld be a'realistic one. .This may be a plan



that allows for a rest period if the student calls for it ,and

that does not push an imbalance of courses causing-the student
to fail the semester'. In its perspectives, this graduation plan
allows both student and counselor-to reflect on program process.
It benefits'the counselor in keeping the time factor in the fore-
frot of things.

Assessment. of Examination _pores

Once a woman has indicated her career goalS and-a counselor
has.informed her about the accessibility of other nontraditional
goals, assessment of vocational, and academic examinations is
encouraged. Briefly, the,scores received.on the college entrance
test should be reviewed for course placement into the,.program of,
her.Choice, keeping. in mind that the placement criteria with
which she has been assessed are according to-college policy.

P rogram Placement.

Program placement \is .a very significant part of the coun-.
selin process and very' sets the stage for developmental
sutdies that'will strengthen course comi3etency. It is also
crucial because if Prccjiam placement is not handled correctly
any individual can be taking courses semester after semester
without ever fulfilling prerequisite courses for the projected
major, Time, also, becomes vital because if -a student is not
counseled accordingly, many courses.-taken are, a waste of time,
towards fulfilling prerequisites for major program courses.
relationship to a woman's mental health poor program planning
only reinforces her life-time frustrations of the cycle of
poverty. Time is the essence in- today's modern world and more
so to individUals who have Met:failure and rejection in each and
every endeavor. Many two-year program curriculums can be Com-
pleted in a.year-and-a-haaf 'if a counselor is aware chat time
is a vital factor to any student.

The,imbalanceof courses can easily occur whether, or- nota=
gradUation plan is'deviSed. This is due to a student having the
ultimate decision -onhow heavy a couraejoad they prefer. Yet,.
the counselor, who oftenjas placement authoritation, -can veto

, heavy load by refusing to authorize it thereby minimizing a ,
student's path towards failure.

An example, of course imbalances may be the,scheduling of
biology, chemistry, and. mathematic courses during either a regular
semester or summer terms. The imbalance is caused because of.
the overload in science courses which often prevents a student
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from preparing her/his lesson plans and study time. In addition,
for a first-year student. it causes Adjustment problems with
faMily and personal responsibilities. It is hers:. that- acoun-
-selorshOuld'signal to the student the dangersof such a lopsided
progrAm schedule'. Perhaps doing- time-management Schedule
would:make:the student realize how unrealistic. it is to take on
Such a- feat as fifteen to eighteen semester hours with courses
i havementioned. This id:not-to say that the A.F.D.C. student
is incompetent or indapable of.handling'such a.load,.-but it Js a
precaution a counselor shoUld take'to_assist..the student -in put-.
ting all responsibilities in their proper perspeCtive.

Time ManagementScheduling

It has been, my_experience that utilizing a. time management
schedule is an effective instrument that will focus on all of
the student's rebponsibilities, that is, academic, personal

/ (includes social),:family and work.
(

This instrument, is a good medium for the initiation of in-
depth counseling.. Moreover, it is a wayof making a student'
measure how much time theremill actuali4 be needed to devote
to studies. A time line-bf daily activities allows for morning
preparation of self, children, household chores, if any, and
also time enough to see the children to school. It also takes
into consideration traveling time. Most-A.F.D.C. students
utilize.the city's mass transportation sYstelp such as the bus.
Enough time in-between classes fOr'studying oitaking.care of
school busineds must,be allotted. 'The goal of Studying two
hours per day per course should become a gunge forany_ coun-
'selor to monitor the student. (See chart)

Time management rescheduling should be conducted periodical-
ly throughout a semester. It is a good technique to assess hoW
many days and weeks Of actual study time 'a student has put forth.
This process is time consuming but quantitatively measures actual
study time based on the student's sincere response. It also
assumes-that the counselor.has or will have a good rapport with
the student to, support her/him each time this process. is initiated

-Permitting.a student to-go through.an unevenly distributed
course plan without the benefit of this scheduling ,exerAise will
certainly, result in a pooeselfiMage, nervous condition and
ultimate failure for the A.F.D.C. student. It would only:put..
the individual behind and lower 'her selfconfidence in the long

.-run.
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A.P.D.0 STUDENT

TIME MANAGEMENT SCHEDULE.,
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ersonal.Counseling

Tie' mental health of any individual undoubtedly determines
the:degree of coping with any new life style a person has chosen.
coupled with-this is the strength of a person's value system to-
Wr'success-and the strength of those values that relate to the
total life (namely, family and personal-social) of an individual
to maintain a new .level of living

In working with the A.P.D.C. students, I have fOund that a
counselor must interact with a person's present valuesystem and
the aspired value system which, in the counseling process, a
student communicates a wish to reach.

A contemporary technique being utilized by counse rs which
has been helpful"in unraveling this phase'of the coullselor-coun-
selee &Ogees is-the Values Clar'fication method. This is a
very unique'way-ef beginning to p ot t e perional history of a
client and, consequently, the value exposure, value development,
and set values she/he has. It will usually begin with a dis-
cusSlon of the "person's family upbringi64. It may proceed to
analyze school experiences and adolescences. The-married, or
unmarried life experience will be communicated. The student'
culture conflicts, motivations, disappointments, aggressions, and
aspirations-will form-a picture that can chart the strategy a
counselor can take towards assisting an individual to implement
or Continue practicing his/her new or basiO value Stem. The
ultisiate effect hopefully will be a strengthening fne towards
the Perseverance of acquiring an education.

' Delving into the values clarification process will also
yield to a counselor the aspirational.values of the A.F.D.C.
counselee. The goal to succeed be, at as a Licensed Vocational
Nurse, plumber or, professional will be- 'closer to assessment at
thi$ stage. The process yields information-that measures the
simarity of a person and also any actions'that demonatrate
instability in reaching set goals. The -strength that is natural
to a person will be perceived and deficiencies will be clear
enough to begin building a personality that is independent and
self,-sustaining. Only in this manner can a counselor find out
whether career goals set are, attainable through a student's,
determination.

Communit Supportive Services'

The linkage of a junior college to community social services,
to my knowledge, has never been established.. However, I wish to
introduce this concept because of its merits in the retention of
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A.F.D.C. in college. The problem of retention and the
desire.i4 aCqu ring the training needed should be ready to be
addressed'by a counselor. This can be accomplished by the
Pbllegets Counseling center keeping in contact with three (3)'
basic'community services: child care, housing and charitable
organizatons.-

Child care services are very often provided by social ser-
vice age010$ and the Department of'Human Resources, college
day care centers and so forth. The impact of a college coun-
seling center assisting a student in obtaining these kinds of
services is critical because a day care center enroute to the
college or on campus could very easily increase retention of
a. student* Zdeally, the colleges should work in encouraging
Social service centers and the welfare department to establish
child care centers in and around junior colleges and uniAmrstties.-
It would free the student from having to leave the campus an hour-
and-a-half early to travel home by bus. This would give the
student more time to utilize existent student services such as
the library, job placement services, and so foith.

Housing and Urban Development ('HUD) agencies through city
housing organizations have such services as the Rent-lease pro-
gram for for income families. A.F.D.C. women would have no
problems qualifying for this benefit. It often pays ninety

,percent (90%) of the 'rent with the tenant paying the remaining
ten percent (10%). If a student were wise about these housing
services and. A counselor alert.to the function-of such a program,
the student could rent an apartment'.or.home that includes .

utilities as part of the rent, thereby relieving any extra ex-
penses on the part of the student, Needless to say, the student
would begin" to feel the process of becoming part of mainstream
society' instead of being confined to the housing projects. Many
would opt to locate their place of dwelling near the College,
maki college. service accessible to them.

Crisis situations may arise as an A.F.D.C. recipient is re-
ceiving ail ,education; for instance, eye sight problems are dis-
covered after being in a classroom. Welfare-services very often
do not cover the purchase of eyeglasses. This is when such
organizations such as-the-local Lions Clubs can be utilized. .My
experience with these service organizations have been very posi-
tive. Their assistance should be recruited.

Follow-Through

The pivotal, point to everything that has been discussed in
the cou se+ling process can haVe no shape and create no,efficiency,
if it i ot _followed through. This very basic behavior must be
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any.couniel0 s job performance for the entire system
ork and for 4n,A+P,D.C. woman to become the receptor of pro-

ctive services, ,It basically invoVes a counselor's setting
ppointment after appointment in order to continue the'mcini-

ing process. MOr0Ove,i, it requires an individual that' lways
an open door t9Woards meeting the Student's needs.

!e'

C ICi,USION

An effective co ^eer 'counbeiing system for A.F.D.C. women
mho go to college 10 fe .l le. However, it muit.be a compre-

sive one that InVOlv s personalized,attention and the utili-
'on of College Atudent services to cleat with this very special
up. It involves the college's reaching'out for assistance

community services and community services reaching out to
t the.colleg00.
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PART TWO

LOW-INCOME FEMALE HOUSEHOLD HEAL S:

WHO ARE THEY? WHAT ARE TftEIR =DS?

se foowing two chapters relates sigriificant, elements
development of potentially successful education and employ-
paration programs for the low-income 4emale head of house-'`4
n Chapter Four, Deluvina Hernandez di$CuOes and Analyzes
tonic) survey-of twenty-seven low-incOMe heads of,household
haeized the need for sensitivity toward the plight of the

arent family.

-ter Four by Cota-Robles Suarez Pr Sen. -and analyzes a-
-UeStionaire sent to persons working With.or concerned,
dimation and employment of the low-,tncoMe head-of house7-
0S0pCiallythe minority female, The questionaire res-

Port des conceptualization of issues aril resolutions regarding
0440: Lion and training for the low-income leMele head of household.,

iteaded Households on W lfare or on a Low- Income

CHAPTER FOUR

by

DE UVINA HERNANDEZ

vity Toward and Awareness of the
lies (Female Headed) on Welfare

ht of Single
on a Low-Income

material for this chapter is based On local (San Antonio,
'O .4a ey of. twenty-seven low-income *Men who 'heiad householdse
twollAtts, of whom.are on welfare through tke AM ".6.C.-Program
(Aid; to lies with Dependent Children Program)4 The survey
utill 'Or an interview schedule which was administered, our-own'
Commvotty i.aison wherever she could meet` the Women at their con-
voni, l 00^ in their homes, in' restaurants, and in. .a lounge. The
quoottono wore primarily open ended so that VIA% women could freely
eXpre$4 their opinions, feelings, and attitudes withoutorestrictions.
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The emphasis was on Chicanes who head households and are low-
income, most of whom in our sample are on welfare. We focused on
Chicanas because with our limited financial and'personnel'resources
these were the women most easily accessible for the local survey.
They were more easily accessible for us than women of other racial
or ethnic groups because we had already built upstrOng 'channels
of communicationwith them as a result of previous efforts;

The interviews were conducted in English and in Spanish. The
interview schedule was printed in both languages. Each ini -ial
inter :View lasted anywhere from two hours- to four and one-half hours,
depending on how talkative the women were and how much time they
had - -ors that day4. The interviews were the springboard fdr'further
conversation with the women on later dates.-

.We asked the women sixty-six questions about.nine major topics:
-(1) the welfare check they receive each month; (2) food stamps;'
(3): houging; (4) the condition of:their health; (6) education or
training R.rograms that exist now; (7)-the kinds of edudation or
job training program that they think are needed; (8) the kinds of
persons that work or .s4ould work in- thete types of programs; and
(9) the services needed to make these programs successful. In all
qestions', the women had the opportunity to-express whatever they
felt, thought, or believed. Rarely, .do professionals have the
chance'to rally listen to what recipients have to say at length
about the services provided. Generally in publications, profes-
sionals end UP,talking to themselves and to' each other. So, we
have incorporated into this chapter what the women told us.

PrOfile of the FaMilies in the Sample.

All of the ,families in this" sample (N=27) live on a low fixed
income ranging from $86 to $313 per month except for one family
on social security that live on $425 per month. Twenty-four 'of..
the twentY-seven families in the sample are on welfare through the
A.F.D.C. (Aid to Families with_Dependent Children) PrograM. More
than half of the famil&es live on $164 or less.per month. The
average monthly income If about $167 monthly (excluding the family
With $425 from Social Sedurity). However, seventeen of the'twenty-
seven families live on a monthly income of between $86 and $164'
and twenty -two out of the twenty-seven families live on $225'or
less per month.

The ages of the household =heads range from nineteen to .fifty-
two years.

than
than half :Of 'them are under thirty-five years 01

age. More than half are between thirty-one and forty years of age.
The average age is about thirty-four Ye'ers.

The educational level Of the household heads ranges from the'
first grade to high school or high school equivalency (G.E.D.)
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certificate. The average educational level of the household heads
in this sample is between the eighth and ninth grades,

The number of,children in the families ranges from one to
nine. Half of the families have three children; the other half,
have from four to nine children. The average family has three
or fOur children.

± .

The ages of the children range from ten months-to eighteen
years. Most of the children are between six and fifteen years
of age. Twenty percent, however, are under five years of age.
Female-children just barely outnumber male children. in the
six-to-ten years age group, girls outnumber boys more than two
to-one. ,There is a fairly even number of girls and boys in the
eleven-to-fifteen years age group.

The length-of time on welfare ranges from eight months to
seventeen years for the families in this, sample. More tharrhalf
of them have been on welfare seven and one-half years or less.
While the average is about seven and one-third years-, a little
more than half of the families have been on welfare between four
and nine years.

The Family's Economic Situation.

The low fixed monthly income assures :that these"tamilies are
continually poorly fed,.clothed and housed. They' have no resources
on which to draw from: Their income.. is fixed at such a low level
that credit buying, except from home peddlers, is not commonly
available resource. _They are trapped. Being on welfare almost
forces most of the women to have a "boyfriend" (this is the term
most commonly used to refer to their'male companion) to help with
money, food, and clothes because they "have to get help frem some-
body or soffiewNere."

One of the most ironic questions asked by the welfare case-
worker every month or two or whenever the women have to reapply
for continuation of their welfare grant and other benefits is
related to the amount of cash on hand at the Of the reapplica-
tion. In reply to our question regarding 110 'long the welfare
grant lasts the answers were fairly consistent:

1. (Laughing....) Two weeks if I make it stretch.
2. kA vexes ni la semana. (Sometimes, not even the 'first week.)

Just a couple of days with'$86. I pay,my rent which is
$56and my food stamps,which I pay $10, and-my life in-
surance, which-leaves me With 49.00.
That is a stupid:question. The minute I- get it, it's
gone man!
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5. It doesn't last because by the time I get it, I owe it
all.

6. I see it for about two days.
7. About one day only. I get it one day and it's gone the

next day.
Ningun dia. Se me va en un dia. (Net even a day. It's
gone in onehday.).

9. The sooner I get it.the sooner it goes.

The purchase of clothing is almost out of the question for
these families as one respondent epitomized the situation for all
of thqp: "No .hombre, que tienes!" (NO man, what's wrong. with
you.") Another laughs hilariously and said, "Handme-downs are
really useful, because i can only-bUy undergarments whenever there
is a little left." Another said that', "Sometimes. I don't pay:what.
I have:to in order to buy clothes forthe kidsi but then I have to
doublemy payments." "pdro layaways que hago, " says another
woman, "oid veces les'compro de segundas." .(nothing but layaways
that I set aside or. else I buy them at thrift shops.) Most of the
clothes that are purchased are for the children.

Clothing for the household head is an even greater hdrdship.
They clothe themselves in various ways: "I usually get my clothes
by going to flea markets, and my mother buys me .things." Another
says, = "I get clbthes from the church or things that my sister gi'ves
me or from friends. Sometimes I get clothes from rummage sales--
whenevOr I want something new,'I put it in layaway." Another says,
"Si no puedo para los chamacos---menos para mi. No .e podi'do comprar
nada-L-nomas con cosas que me dan o de las segundas." (If I'can't
buy for the kids--less can I. buy'for myself. I have not been able
to buy anything--I make it with things that are given to me or
from the thrift shops.)

Although businesses are not supposed to discripinate against
welfare. recipients in their credit-granting policies, the women
on welfare usually do have difficulty obtaining credit for pur-
chasing' needed clothing and household items. Some of their,
comments include: "As soon as they know that Irit on welfare they
give med dirty look---I"ve heard there- are places that give
you credit -- -but. I Couldn't afford it anyway." "I got credit
in a small furniture store. I had tosgive a big down payment---
I had to pay the down payment in payments until-I completed the
down payment, then they let me buy, something." "I've never
tried to get credit," said another woman, "because I've heard
that they never give credit to women on welfare." Sometimes,
a woman is driven to misrepresentation of her economic'situation
in order'to obtain credit to buy needed furniture; "I've had to
lie to get credit. I've had-to lie about having a job and I've
had to get people to back me up. In other stores I haven't been
able to get credit because I'm on we fare, so I lied about working
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and that's how I got credit. in a furniture store. I. always pay
my bills somehow, but all they care about is that you're on wel-
fare."- Some.womenihaVe obtained credit .:accounts by having a
parent o sister cosign and making a big down-payment. but most
of them cannot obtain a cosigner nor do they have a big down-
-payment to make so they lo without needed household items or
.clothing.

Food is a precious commodity for the faMilies on welfare
because there is not enough of it; the food stamps last until
the third week .of every month. "On the third week, I usually
don't have anymore. I do with whatever I have left - sopitas,
fideo,-arroz, beans and things like that." (--stove-top casserols,
noodles,: rice.....) Another woman says she borrOWs food stamps
and gets meat from a peddler or things from the milkman. *Still
other women must rely on help from their "boyfriend": "On the
last day of(the month-hay veces que cOnsigo dinero don mi chavo."
(...there are times when I get Money from my boyfriend.) Limi-
tation is the key word as expressed by one respondent: "Se me
acaban en la(s ultimas dos semanas del mes. Nunda se me acaba la
-comida proque siempre tengo, que limitarme con la comida para que
nunca esters mis hijos sin comida." (My food stamps run out the
last two weeks of the month.- I never run out oLfood because ,I
always'have to limit the .food so that my children will never be
without food.)

More than half of the women buy from the milkman when the
food stamps run out.4They, like the ones who refuse to purchase
from that source,iealfze that the milkman's items are much more
expensive than what they buy at the supermarket. But, they have
no choice; so they buy eggs, milk, butter, juices, cheese, and
sometime ice cream from the milkman. Then, when the check ar-
rives, they must immed,iately pay the milkman's bill in full, with
their new supply-of food stamps. The food'stamp shortage cycle

set to be repeated.

One/frequently hears people say, "well, Why don't welfare
£ amilies get help from their relatives if they don't have enough
money for food and clothes!" -Comments like this are usually
made in an angry or resentful tone because the ordinary taxpayer

. generally does not know tlie extent -of the hardships.that female.
headed families on welfare undergo and that they rarely have
relatives to fall baCk on for their needs% Out of .the twenty-
seven women heading families in our local sample, only four of
them said they could borrow from a relative such, as a- grandfather,
aunt, or parents. Three of them said they always have to pay back

what they borrow from relatives. This is-hard to do, The other
women, however, all said they Lad no relatives that could help
them for various reasons such as: '"They don't have enough-for

themselves." "My parents are in another state." "It would be a
miracle if they ,Oid." "No, never." "In no way." "No, never.
They never bother to help.me out."
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Family Housing.

Most families on welfa 9 have little choice as to where they
will liVe. or the conditions under which they will live. The low
income with which they must survive and the low cost of living in
publicly supported housing:projects automatically leads to.low-
incOme families into this type of housing in most cases. Even in
these houbing projects there is usually a long waiting li

There are many reasons why public housing projects are not
considered. by the mothers on welfare, a good environment inwhich
to raise their children. The experience of one family noted below
is not untypical of the many families living in public housing.
The lack f ade(citlate maintenance in public housing projects is
one of the biggest grievances of tenants. For example:

The tenants are-dissatisfied with other conditions that
exist in the public housing prulects. These ,include, - "mainly
unsanitary conditions and no maintenancegand boys sniffing glue.
Also, there-are no security,guards." "My main problem is fighting
with neighbors over the kids and lack of security." "There is
breaking and entering, fights and even killings and also the con-
dition that the apartments are in." "Especially the maintenance.
They never try to do anything around here, like repairs and
plumbing and all that." "Aqui no to componen nada." (Here they
don't repair anything Tor you.) "Kids with pot---breaking and
entering taking what little we have." "Around here it's very
-quiet,'so ,don't,have any problems, but over there further down---
boy, there is killings and big fights---it's a mess, over there."

' "There is a lot of noise with the tenants around here and we
can't sleep at night or have any peace."

Living in public housing projects affects the tenants' mental
and physical- health. Asked if living under those conditions has
affected their health in any way, fourteen of the twenty-seven
said that their 'nerves were affected. "Si, de nervios y de mor-
,tificdcianes por los chamacos that fight with each other." (Yes,
from my nerves and from worries over the-kids that fight with
`each other.) "Or, I,get. high blood pressure because of all the
worries have with the kids---not- to -get involved with kids that
sniff glue." "Yes, of my nerves and my kids are. always with sores
because of all- the roaches---they don't exterminate very often,
-or when they do the medicine they use doesn't get,rid of th m."
"Yes, getting fatter that's all." "I eat more and I've gained a
lot of weight because there is nothing to do around here." "I get
more uptight and on nerves all the time."

Generally, the bond that the tenants share is that of teeing
economically disadvantaged or just plain poor. This sometimes
brings some. of the families together out of a need-to survive,
not to mention the closeness of the apartment units to each other.
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"Estimos-todasHmuy Cerquitas'de unas con otras y siempre nos
juntamos a platichr o 4 tomar cafe." ,,,(We are very close to
each other and we aIWays get together to chat or' drink coffee.)

have more friend's here,because all the peOple,around'here
are inthe same situation and We all share-the same problems
"I've gotten tb be more talkative. At firstl-I would always be
very apart and I didn't want to talk to anybody." "We Women
,get together and talk and sometimes we get out and have a good
time., We,also.help each other. out wheneVer we need-something."

The tenants generally stay in public housing "because it's
cheaper. We don't have to pay utilities or a high rent." "Houses
are very high and the utilities are very high also. I just ,

icouldn't afford it. I barely make it here." "I' couldn't .afford
to rent a house because of the high rents and utility bills and
with my $86 a month I wouldn't make it."

Effect on Welfare Dependency on Health.

Most of the women in this local sample report being under
on-going stress, tension and frsutration causing them to have
had to take'tranquilizers'at some time or another. Their phy-
sical health seems to be affected also as a result of the-stress-
related emotional problems. Fifteen of the twenty-seven women
have been hospitalized one-to-five times; five have been in
twice; five have been in three-to-five times. Six have been
hospitalized for stress-related reasons. Asked if they thought
-their health has been affected because 'of' their dependency-on
welfare, their responses were fairly siMilar. -"Oh, yes!_ Men-4-

tally becuase-of financial problems." "Well, I guess it has."
Financially when I can't get my kids what they need I usually
get on nerves." "Yes, if you have money problems your nerves
tend to go haywireand then I have to go see a doctor." "No,

only frdm my nerves." "No,---orily on nerves and my high blood
pressure_ because, of my low-income and because I 'can't afford to
getlout of here or buy what I need or what the kids need." "Only
nerves. I usually get on nerves everytime there is a change on
my application. I'm always afraid that they will take away my
whole check.'

Twenty of the twenty-seven women have had to go see a doctor
for stress- related concerns and have at some time/ or currently,
been WI tranquilizers, primarily Valium.' Five have been'treated
for depression; two have been hospitalized for observation-and
`have been treated for depression. one has an ulcer; two complain
of frequent hOadaches and two of high-blood pressure. Other
problems 'include bladder (3), kidney (4) \hysterectoMy'operations
(2) and appendicitis (2).

Health,- however, is not the biggest reason for the women
not find ing jobs and getting off of welfare. Sixty-two percent



of the women in our -sample said that poor health is not their

reason for not working. Seventeen said that they, don't work
because they know that they-don't have the skills to compete'
lorgoOd-paying jobs and that is why some of them do not even
try anymore. Lack of education and-job skills are the main
-reasons that'so many female household heads on welfare remain
on welfare.

'Length of Time on Welfare.

The length of time on welfare - ranges from eight months to
seventeen years in this sample. More than half have been ,on
welfare seven and one-half years or less. About half have been
on welfare five years or less. One-fourth of them have been on
:welfare six-to-ten years. Almost, one-fifth have-been on welfare
eleven-to-seventeen years. The average tor this small Sample

_`is around seven and'one-third years.

Getting Off of Welfare.

All of the women believe life would be easier off of wel -!

fare only with a good-paying,job. But it is hard for them to
get off of welfare. Some of the reasons include:the following:-
"I would have to earn enough:to pay bills, medical, dare, and buy:
what my kids need." "I can't even-buy clothes to go-job hunting
in." ,

"I don't have the education for a good - paying job." "It's

hard.to find A.- babysitter." "1 have very poor transportation."
"Being on welfare means security." 'Good healt4 means having to

-have. good medical services." "Only low-paying jobs:are available.
'1 haveno job-experience."

Most-oftheyomen have not lookeldinto training programs
because they do not think they will be able to get a good - paying

job. They 'tend.to think that W.I.N. (Work.InCentive-program)
will only place -them in low-paying Menial jobs. They,also,rea-
,lize that they would lose most of their. benefits and be worae,

Off with a -low-paying jab than they are 'on- welfare where at'least
their.medical care is assured. Thelr,fear-iosing their MedicAL
care for themselves and especiaaly for their children., They know
their check will be taken awaYvor greatly reduced. They.knowthe
cost,of:their food. stamps will go up. They know their-rent will
be-raised, They know they will .have to parfor'habysitting; They
:1(1-ia,Witheit work will. be doubled.' And they- -know that they.will. be
inthe_SaMe_or7WOrse situation than.they are on welfare. Fifteen
of the women said they have lOoking.ftir jobs .blit decided hot

to Work when theY.found that the. onlyjobs they'were -offered were-
very'low-paying-and, they considered the:loss'of or cut in Velfare,



benefits leading toward more extreme ,hardShips than they have
under welfare. So, the women just stay on welfare.

Asked hOw much money they would like to earn in order to
. make l =t off-of welfare, more than half (fifteen out of twenty-
seven)' said they would need $600 -$300. per month.. Eleven thought
they could make it on $440-$530 a month. Most of them, however,
would have to have $600-$800 a month operating money to be free
'of welfare completely.

Although the women have been unable to accept permanent
jobs because of the lack of education and job skills which have
meant low-paying jobsi they have had to make-up for what the
welfare does not provide -them (public assistance provides about
65-75.percent of what it would take to be at poverty level) so
that their families at least approach poverty level instead of
dire.deprivation. They do this by taking odd jobs such as baby-
sitting at home, housecleaning for others, ironing and washing
clothes for others, waitressing, making items at

the

to sell
(Such as quilts),, working carnival. booths when the carniVal comes
to-town annually, cleaning offices sometimes .for small local or-
ganizations, and sometimes' (if they have access to or can bOrrow
a sewing machine) they sew at home for friends. These-are all
temporary; part-time,-and sporadic jobs that can inpo_waypro-
vide a living for them but without which they and their-children
would barely sxxvive:'-.

-Women who 4 o not take odd jobs _because they. fear penalties
from the welfare office if they are found out find themselves
in the position of having to accept' help (money, groceries,
clothes for the children) from a "boyfriend" (The term they most
often use). However, the welfare frowns deeply on their having
a "boyfriend" help, them _out.' So, the "boyfriend" can create-
another set of `problems and frustrations for the women on welfare..
Even when they do take odd jobs they still have to have help from
a "boyfriend7 Twenty-two of the twenty-seven female household

lheads -i our small sample said that being on welfare almost forces
them to have a "boyfriend" bedause, "You have to get-help from
somebody or-somewhere."

Education and Job Training Aspirations.

Although a big majority of the women-believe they need .more'
education, they tend to prefer skills training .prOgrams.or onrthe-,
job training in order to get good-paying jobs bectuse of the ur-
gency of their financial problemsand because of their low self.-
concept in terms,of theirlearning capacities. Comments such as
the'fol owing are common among thbm: "i-wish f could :learn a lot,
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but it seems so hard for me". "I know it's impo %ible fot me."
w-uldn't be any use for me even if I. tried." won't learn.

I'm tuo old." "When one can't learnt what can one do?" "It's
no uSe for me."

A little more than half of the women said they would like
jobs related to medical services (hospital.aides:r 6; doctor's
receptionist /assistant, 3v. Registered Nurse or Licensed Vocational=
Nurse, 3; or office work. Only three indicated a preference for
jobs that women have been conditionr,d to consider "man-type jobs"
-- welding, and-upholstery. Three said they would like custodial

,jobs because they have no education. The answers the women gave
to this question undoubtedly reflect the kind of,work they think
is currently accessible to them co5.3idering the limited resources
available to them in terms of education and job training. This
speCulation is made oh the basis of the very different answers
they gave when askedjater in the interview about the.kinds of
skills training they would like to have available through an
education or job preparation program.

When the women thought about job aspirations on the basis
of their preference when they fantasized '_hat the opportunities
could become available, they mentioned more options in both the
medical services and in office skills,' as well as more blue collar
"man-type" jobs, and other miscellaneous jobs--with only one still
mentioning hospital housekeeping because she has only about-4
first grade education. Eleven of them mentioned training for such
office skills as business managemelt, bookkeeping, switchboard
operator, teLephone operator, file clerk, doctors receptionist
because they were neat, eas, clean jobs; because that's where
the money is and because they offer permanency and a-pleasant
working environment.

Nine mentioned medical skills training such as x-ray tech-
nician, laboratory technician/ nursing (R.N. or LVN), dental
.assistant, doctor's assistant again because that is where they
see the money to be made and because they offer permanency. They
believe they "could make it better with these kinds of jobs."

Eleven mentioned blue-collar occupations such as mechanic,
welding, carpentry, upholstery, bus driver; telephone installer,
electronic tschnician because they pay high wages, offer per-.
manency, and women would like these jobs and could do them.

J.ven the women with very limited education indicated higher
job aspirations, when they imagined that training would 'really be

possible; Two said it ,would be easy forthem to learn cashiering;

one said she could learn to be ,a teacher's aide and would like it
two said they could learn to work in a child care center.
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,
When a woman On welfare chooses to go on to college, she

frequently encounters major obgtacles that can cause her to
decide to, drop out because thd help she needs is just not avail-
able to her. This was the experience of a young Mother (in her
late twenties) of fogr young children (pre-teens) who obtained
her G.E.D. (high school equivalency) Certificate through the.
Texas Vocational Rehabilitttion.PrOgram. She then.decided to
go to the- local community college, and take a two -year course for
Medical Secretary. She said she started off doing very well and
then encountered' problems that she could not surmount without
help.

-Exper nces with Existing Programs.

Two-thirds of the women in the samplt have participated in
some kind of education or job .preparation program at'some time.
These Programs include on-the-job training, General Education
(G.E.D. - high school equivalency) classes, Work Incentive Pro-
gram (W.I.N.), Comprehensive Employment Training Act (C.E.T.A.)
Program, Texas Vocational Rehabilitation Program, and home nur-
sing aide program. All of them experienced disappointment and
disillusionment except one of two that went through theTexas
Vocational Rehabilitation Program.

Of the six that went to General Education (G.E.D.) classes,
only one obtained the General Education 'Certificate. One said
that she came out' of there feeling less duxnb. Two said the,
teacher missed a lot of classes so they lost interest.' One
couldn't read---she thought that was unfair because she wanted
to learn

Five went to-the Work Incentive Program (W.I.N.) and found
the Work Incentive Program never found them any kind of job or
else placed them in positions which did not pay enaugh to leave
or stay off of welfare. One said all she learned was "how to
dresg and, look for a job." One got training for an occupation
that did not later' pay enough to stay, off of welfare---beauty
school training. Two enrolled in the Comprehensive Employment
Training tict (C.E.T.A.) Program. They found that C.E.T.A. either
wanted6to pass them on to W.I.N. or else place them in low-
paying jobs such as in a redtaurant kitchen. TwO' went through
some kind of on-the-job training program. One stated that,she
got no training out.of it while the other said she had no help
with transportation and child care problems.

Only one of'the'twenty-seven women consider the existing
programs as doing enough for the women. Five don't know. But,
twenty-one have definite,opinions-about the kinds of changes
needed to make them more successful for the education or job
preparation of women On welfare. Some of the changes-they mentioned
i clue training,for better paying jobs-; more help with trans-
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portation and child care; less education and more job training;
More counseling; more time for preparing women'for.good jobs;
less "talk"and more job action; connect the child care/trans-
portation/dental/medical services_so that the participants don't
-have. to run around all over town for scattered services; find
better jobs for women; more follow-up until women can be en.
their'own; get rid of Work Incentive Program (W.I.N.); provide
more preparation for the General Education (G.E.D.) before sending
women to take the General Education tests so that they will have
a better chance of passing them instead of running into another
failur0.

Education or Job Preparation Programs Needed.

Almost all of the women said that what is needed more are
job training programs or programs that provide both education
and job training. Only three of them think that education pro-
grams are needed more than job ,skills training programs.

Asked what services they would offer the women so that an
education or job skills training program would be successful---
if they were in charge of developing it they mentioned the fol-
lowing: child care (unanimous), transportation (unanithous),
medical/dental services, choice in area of training, counseling
td assure program complet:ton, youth counseling for teenage chil-
dren, caring-helpful-understanding personnel, minimum-pay while
in training, hours that wouldn't.conflict greatly with home res-
ponsibilities, counseling for job-hunting, help in fi

with
and

getting placed in a good-paying job.

The personnel in these programs, they think, should be
friendly and understandingsrather than mainly serious (sober-
_faced). although one-third of them want them to be both friendly
and serious.. Their responses help to define their meaning of
"friendly" and "serious". The three who think they should be
"serious" equate seriousness with being- careful in- their work
and being more meaningful Ind-willing to help. The fifteen who
want, them to be "friendly" see them as people who "won't think
they're better than us just because we're on welfare.." "They
will cheer us up and not' make us feel down." "They won't make
us feel out of place, nervous, and restless when they ask us
questions."" "They will' make us feel good. and At ease, and we
.can4talk better to them and explain our problems " "We'll get
further With them.

Those who want staff that are "friendly and serious" want
people,who are "more friendly than serious so we can be at ease."
_".Be business-like so that -ho one will take advantage of them."
"They,will know] what they're doing and still not make us feel
At, bad." "If they-treat-us nice and serious at the same-time,
we'll really help them ; but if- they put too much pressure we
,won't help them,"
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More than half f the women think education /job preparation
programs for women on welfare or low-income women should be run
by women for the following reasons: more trustworthy; understand
women better; you Can talk better with a woman; more at east with
a woman; more sensitive to what women go through; don't take
advantage of women like iften do; won't play favorites like men
do with women who date them.

One - fourth Or the women think it makes no difference whether
it is a man or woman who runs these programs as long as they are
understanding and know their job; as long as they know how to
treat women. Four women think men would be better to run these
programs because they are "less nosy than women" and they can be
just as understanding and still more demanding and respectful in
business than women.

Most of the women think that the persons who run such pro-
grams should be well educated and have the experience of working
with low-ilcome women. Half of these do not specify men-or women;
but, one-ird specify that it be women. These persons, the
women say, already know what women go through; they understand
low-income women better; they know wh.# they're getting'into and
know what to do. Those who specify that it be women say: "I

could trust her and talk about my problems with her." 421 would

know that she would help us." "It would encourage. women to know
that she has had experience with low-income women."

Almost all of the women in the sample indicate that these
programs should provide a referral service for dental care for
the participants because this is not proVided by their welfare
medical benefits (except for extractions').

The kinds of problems. the majority of the -women think they
would need counSeling'on while participating in an education or
job preparation program include those related to: the men in
their lives, their children, finding and keeping a job, being
less timid and more assertive. They do not think they would need,
counseling on buying and preparing food, managing money, dealing
with friends or neighbors,-or personal grooming. Other areas in
which they indicated counseling needs were: "Counseling in finding
mythelf because sometimes I don't know if I'm coming or goi.ng";
legal matters, and "Counseling on how to treat my kids now ttnt
they are growing up."

Responding to a question concerning their preference as far
as the sex of counselors -in an education or job preparation pro-
gram, two - thirds of the women specified a woman for 'reasons such
as the following:

She'd understand better the problems of iomen and personal
things and would be more consideraite. I'd be more at
ease.
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I could talk to her woman- to-.woman.
A woman is more understanding than a man.
I could have more confidence in a woman.
She would give me better advice than a man.
Men usually take advantage of women4
A man usually makes me nervous.

Five women who said that either men or women or both were pre-
ferable gave reasons such as "Men could talk to the boys and
women with the girls." "As long as they 'know what they are doing
and are able to help the women with their problems." Only four
women stated a. preference for men cnunselors because: "Sometimes
a woman wants a man's opinion"; "They understand better than a
woman"; "A man can always tell you what the .dthe'r side is thinking
of."

All but one of the women think the job training programs
should have persons to help them find a good-paying job after
they have completed those programs. Most of their answers re-
flected a sense of feeling lost if they were suddenly'sent out
on their own: "I won't know where to go." "I don't know where
the good paying, permanent jobs are." "We wouldn't feal'AqZlost
as to where to go to find a good job." "It would shpw us the
are really concerned about our well-being by obselting what's
being done to be sure that everything is all rj.ght." "If. they
don't keep in touch and help us find a good-paying job instead
of just anything we might lose hope and just forget about it."
"They usually know where the better jcbs-are and they give you
a better reference." "They usually know where tie better jobs
are and they give you a better reference." "The- have the ex-
perience on how to contact the persons of the companies or the
kinds of jobs you were trained for."

The women expressed some final hopes and wishes about ed
cation and job preparation programs. For ,example:

I hope something good comes from all of this for workl
start making their lives better as well as for the
kids.

I hope they keep their promises and not be like the Presi-
dents of the United States.

-We want something better so that we can leave welfare.
They'should give us more time to complete these programs.
I wish they would make a program for the people that.are

very slow in learning like me.
I hope there will be more programs for man-type jobs.
I would like more training programs where education won't

be required.
They -shout a provide something for kids to do during the

summer to keep-them busywhi e we participate in the
programs.
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In summary, the families on welfare live well below the
poverty level. The effects of poverty and of dependency on
public assistance are reflected in the. total quality of life
including the physical and mental health of the women who
head these households. The effects are also felt by their

children.

The education level of these relatively young household
heads. (average age 35.5 years) is low enough (averaging between
a seventh and eighth grade education) to relegate them to the
most menial and lowest paying occupations in the labor market.
It is very difficult for them to leave the welfare rolls. Con-

sequently, half of the families in this sample have been on
welfare from four to nine years. The women belie've they would
be better off without welfare only if they found a high-paying

job.

Most of the women think themselves incapable of studying,
concentrating, and learning. So, they tend to prefer job skills

training programs over education programs. Generally, they are
disappointed with existing education or- training programs, because
these programs have not provided-them with 'marketable :skills

that command high-paying jobs. ,Pamost half want nontraditional
job training -- that is, training for jobs for which they have
been conditioned all their lives to Consider "man-type" jobs.
The other half think office skillisHranging from business,manage-
mentto simple clerical training shOuld be offered.

.Program personnel, they thlok, ,should be friendly and pnder-
standing but serious enough to cbmmand a business-like respect.
More than half, want female-operated programs, but those women
must be experienced-in, working with low-income women as well as

being well educated.

To assure successful completion of a program, culMinating
in placement in a well payini the women would like:to be
assured to access to a variety types of counseling about
personal,' economic, and interpersonal matters. They also want
assertiveness and self-exploration training in order to achieve
greater self- confidence and to be able to set goals and direc-
Lions for themselves. Finally, they do not want to be 'immediately

abandoned by the program as soon as they complete the preparation

or training.- They want help in finding and establishing' them-

selves in- a job that pays considerably more than linimpm wage.
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Education and Employment Programs for

Lew-Incone Female Heads of Household,

CHAPTER FIVE

by

CECILIA COTA- ROBLES SETA :P-

The material presented in.this-ch4ter is based on a
.-national questionaire.* The form was sent to 1100 persons
concernet with the edlication and_employthent of the low-
neethe women head of householdS. qT4e purpose of the ues-
tiehaire was to-elicit attitudds,.-recommendations, concep-
tualization of problems and sdlutions regarding education
and = training for the low income woman who heads of-a house ---hold, The response rate to the questionaire was 19.7%. These

'responses are from twenty ffve states, represerAihg the north-
,,west, west, midwest,,eait central, south, southeast, east, and
northeast. The ieplies include 84% from the west and, south-
west with 56% from the state of Texas.

f the 218 respondents 68% are women-and 25.7% are then.
The respondents' ages range from early twenties -to past seventy.
moet of the women are in their early thirties, while the majority
of the men are in their forties. The educational level-of the
}respondents range fr.= less than,a high school education to
dDctoral degrees% Most of. the respondents have obtained four
year college degrees. Of the women, 62% have at ,least a bachelor
degree: and 8.3% of the men had reached this level of schoolin

Over eighty percent (84.9%) of therespondents work or have
worked with low income wothen. Nearly seventy percent (69.7%) of

are women and 29% are men. Sixty-MO percent of those in-
dividuals who havesworked or who work with low,income 'Women state
that they have been or .are dissatisfied iii some manner with the
wark, procedures, or achievement of the programs with which they
are familiar.

The respRndents of the questibnaire comprise a represents-
tiVe cross section soZ persons who work with or who have an interest
in the education or training of the low income woman head of
household. Nine categories which the respohdents are associ-
`ated haVe been determined. 'This includes the following:

a
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AFDC Program (Aid 'to Families with
Dependent ChildrenProgram) 7%

Department-of Human ResoUrdeS 27 :i

Private/community sogfarservices 18

School personnel' 15
Job training or labor groups 6

Organization voltinteers/private .citizens 9

State/federal agendies 7

Health groups
"'

5

Public housing management 1

The following table etablihes the percentage of res
Pondentsj.n each of previously designated catego'ries. The
table shows the percentages who are dissatisfied with programs
r, the low-income woman head of household,

Table Percent of Respondents Who Work With Low-Income Women
Head of Household and Who are Dissatisfied, With Program
Efforts

CATEGORY . Percent
Sample

-PercentWorking PIrcent:
with Low income fiod with PrograMs

Women ffri: Lowincome-6'.WoM'.;

i -' 7 -100

2' 27 79
3 18, 92
4 15 91.
5 '6 _100

6 9 50
7 7 88,

8 5 4 75
'9 1 100'

,

.l00

68.
;47
-70
66
-30 -

5,3

56
0,

The AFDC recipi&it (all female).all have'7e, perience working,
with low income women- and all are dissatisfied with programs for
the low income woman head of household. Five other categories
have 50% or more respondents who indicate dissatisfaction with
programs,for the low income woman head of household: 1) Depart-
ment of Human Redources (68%); 2) school personnel -(70%); 3) job
training or labor groups (66%); 4) st4te/federal agencies (53%);

'and (5) -health groups (560._ Three groups in the same.have less
than 50% dissatisfaction with .such programs: 1)' private/community
social services- (47%)'; 2) organization volunteers/private citizens,
30%); and _3) public housing management '(0 %). _tiq
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AlthoUgh a small se- piing, the AFDC recipients/are unani
moos in their dissatisf tion of progrAms"for the low income
female head of househol School personnel (91% having worked'
with low income female head of household) had 70% dissatisfac-
tion and thW.Department of Human Resources (92% have experience

.uworkin.g with low income female head Of houiehold) had 68% dis-
' satisfaction- The four categories that showed the greatest

dissatisfaction are those who usually .work, closely,_in some
manner.. with' th income female lead of household or her family
Three other categories 'ndicate a great deal of dissatimfaction
with the programs: ly job traiii-ing-ar_labor groups (66%); -2)
health groups (56%). and state/federalgroups (53%) Two cate
,gories.indicate great dissatisfaction with programs: 1)4 or-

ganizatibn volunteers/private _citizens (30%) and---2) public
houitngImanagement (0%); Yet bnly half of private--citiiens (30%)
and 2) Public housing management (0%)., Yet only half of the
volunteers/private citizens group have experience with the low
lacome,women- who heads a household and the public housing' manage-
ment sampling was only 1% of the total. The- large percentage of
respOndents who indicate adissatisfaction with programs for the
leTale low income head of household are those who have experience
with these women. The fact that a great deal of the respondents
'Are'dissatisfied.with'these Programs indicates a need for chances

=

in the programs.

T .questionaire consiSts' of thirty-five multi-part closed'
guestlons. The instrument covers the following areas: 1) program-

.

a) philosophidal basis of= program; 'b) personnel; c) program
Objectives and procedures; d) recruitment of participants; e)
attributes of participants; 2) supportive services--a) financial; ,
b) instructional materials; 3) program_' responsibilities; 4) coun-
seling; and 5) successful program operation, referraiS, and follOw-
up. Many of the respondents included insightful emars regarding
the topics presented. These are 'included in the following dis-
cussion.

THE PROGRAM

Philosophical Basis

Dewey (1944) 'defined' philosophy as he general theory of
education. Aims-or objectives are deriv&from a philosophy of
education (Rich, 1972). Tyler (1950) rod amends that program
objectives and the philosophy of the sol?Go,should be mutually
consistent with each other. In order to insure this,Tyler'sug-
gests A philbsophicil screening of prograni,objectives and school
philosophy inthe development of curriculum.- The philosophical
basis for,any Kogram can therefore, give the impetus for the
design and implementation to carry out the program's cperation.

What then iiiconsidered a sound philosophical bASis for
education and training programs for low income head of "household'
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In the national survey, 89% of the respondents state that the'
emphasis should, not be.to place the woman in any-type of e ploy-
ment. Two .elements need to be taken into consideration:
1) that the training does not create problems in the woman's
family; 2) that the position of employment is well-paying.
According to 80% of the respondents, the'woman with children
-under five years of age should not avoid seeking employment.
Yet 69% of {tie- men and 70% of the women of the survey respon-
dents contend that the woman who can find a good baby-sitter
should go to work.

-Program-Objectives

The bbjectives of a pregram should be clearly delineated
in order that program staff and program participants know what
to expect, Objectives will provide the staff and, is partici-
eitpants: 1} the means for nZinning and for cont44 -improvement;
and 2) criteria by which le aerials are selected,' 'Procedures
developed, and'evalua+- 'r, based (Tyler, 1950). It'should be
stressed that objectives -re 'subjective and expreis the values
of the program developers. Keeping in mind the previous chapter

.

on racism or sexist values. That is objectives Nhould be non-
racist and-non-sexist in nature.

In the survey, 27% of the resp:n ts thi that the ob-
jective of a prOgra. m for low income ' ad of :Jo Behold should.be
to ihtroduce minor3.ty females tn non-traditi 1 jobs. Another
25% think that the objective ur the program sh uld be 'first,.to
enhance the participant's educational statUs, such as obtaining
a G.E.D. (a high school equivalency diploma). Ater. the first
objeCtive is achieved, the\subseguent objective should-be to
train the,woman for employment which will alloy her to adequately
support her family. About one-fifth of the respondents think
that the objectives of the program 'should be to train the woman
for'a job that is in high demand, obtain knowledge about employ-
menoptions open' to her, ,and job possibilities which will allow
for her upward mobility. Also .recotmended is the enhancement
of the woman's self-crincept and self-reliance through training
in self-awareness. One respondent statese "T4a woman must be
given the right to choose her prefered occupation,...' Educate
her tr, understand the trade-off and let her make the Choice."

rsonne]

No latter what the program objectives ate, what materials
are providd, or what the focus of the program is determined,
the.resPonSibility of the iMplementation of the program lies
with the:/ Personnel. Regardless of the program or how detailed
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theoretical framework, it? is what the staff actually doeS
at will affect the pro4gram participants. The staff, there-

fore, plays a significant part in the program's success. Of
the sample surveyed, 89% -Consider that tyre administrative Staff
should not only have the necessary qualifications to implemedt
the program, but should also gain the confidence -and trust of
the women in the program. College degrees, according to he
respondents, are not imperaive.

Recruitment of Participants

A good recruitment procedure will enable large numbers of
yomen_to learn about the program and makedecisioris regarding
the program potential and the feasibility of becoming a TaNtici-
pant. In the survey, the majority of the respondents (90%f
think that the'low income woman, and the low income person in
general needs special recruitment efforts. The following is the
order in which respondents rated the various advertising- techni-
ques%for education and training programs. The ranking is kased
on the combined'category of "very effective" and "effective":

1. Television,-. 76%.
2. Radio 71%
3. CbMthunity-Organization- - 71%
4,- SmaliThouse ,gathering's '- 67%

t.
-House to house dissemination - 65%
Church groups - 41%
Church bulletins T 35%
-Throw away newspapers.- 31%

9. School meeticcjs - 30%
_10. Daily netsispapexs - 27%
11. Professional' groups -. 22$

the respondents stated that informLtion should be in the
native language of the target group. Personal contact with sin-
cerity was also mentioned. Other vehicles recommended are:
outreach workeral,mobil units, use of form and present trainees
to Spread infortation, use of professionals'(clergy, social wor-
kers, teachers, qtc.) as resource persons to arrange direct
referrals to tl program. According to the- respondents, the Ilse
of daily newspapers to publicize the program is ineffective
because most women on welfare do not subscribe to regular news-
papers.

Attributes of participants

The selection of qualified candidates _is imrortant in en-
surfing "the success`, of the program. Attributes of the participants.
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ed to be .pre-determined in order that the program staff and
.T.:perticipants are in accordance as to the type of person

_neeliW-;f9iA.h6 prpgram. Almost-ninety percent (88%) of the
respohdente'indicate that program should include the woman
ithout':.te high schopl diploma.. One ,person states, "The =most
ge belOW the D or high school level% Yetsome of the
eakndents contend- that the participants who are the most
lively to succeed shduld be selected in order that the 7,-ogram

w: a have *better chance of.succest. "Train those fi rst who
have-°t best chance of improvement---good for the numbers game"
'staters one respondent.,

_Nearly eighty percent (78%) think that a .woMan should not
be made to'accept any job b-that is available, buts -eheeld be trained
in -the type of employment of her.chaosing. .A little more than
85% 186%) th4nk that a woman should have the- right to challenge
the counselor advice and- should not be.excluded from the program
for doing so. One respondent states, "A counselor should not
give-advice". Therefore, a counselor should guide the participant
and not tell her what to do. The women should be independent
and not passive and submissive.

Age is sometimes a criteria for excluding a program parr
ticipant. The respondents in the survey.state that, there should
not be an age limit for the program. Seventy Percent state that
participants can be over forty years.of age..- What is agedness?
When -is a woman too old to be educated or trained ?: Nearly one-
third.in the sample describe an older woman as one who is over
40 years of-age,- 17% consider;an older .woman as one who is over
50, and 17% describe an older woman as being-forty years of age.
There was unanimous. agreement that age should not be-a barrier -

to'obtaibing additional schooling or job.training. One respondent
'states, "If Lilliam (Carter) =can join the-Peace Corps-in her
sixties, why discriminate? A brain does not die at- sixty". Of
the same, 89% think that there should not, be anlAage limits for
program participants. Ninety seven percent think that'an older
woman would go to school and 98% think that the:older woman
should be admitted to job training programs.

The survey also sought to obtain information rre4arding,the
quality of health of the participent,and the quantity of children
of the participant as criteria for being in -an education or train-
ing program. Nearly All of the rqeporidents (96%) consider that
the program participants should be, in. fairly good health. About
three fourths of the participants claim that a woman with more
than. four children will sometimes have too many home problems to
Complete the program.' -Bowever,,they-do not think that the number
of children a woman has is not a deterrent for successful par-
ticipation.in a program, but that the woman should have quality
day care for her chil.dren. Some respondents state - that 'a' woman.
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fi -email children should be Provided' witii a guqranteed income
-:allOVed to stay at home to raise her children. The issue,

is that thewoman be allowed to maketthe-choice of
she is -to work or stay at home' with her children.

ST ORTIVE SERVICES

Financial

One of the' myths that abound in American society is that
e 'woman on welfare is complaoient in that situations and wants
'continue obtainingtrelief. Contrary to this thinking, the

78 %'t survey respondehts think that the Woman on welfare wants to
better herself and get off .of welfare. Yet some of the reepon7
:dents related Some of the existing stereotypes regarding the
Chicanal-such as "Chicanes like_beihg &me in a secure_setting".

other stated that theY key ingredient in getting off of welfare
was the woman's: age and length of time she has been on welfare.
(They) should be persuaded to get off before they can set up a
routine " states one person.

While participating in the program, the woman's physical
and-mental needs should be met. In order to fully participate,
in. the program the woman should be in top physical and mental
condition. Of the respondentS in the survey, 891 state that
the program should be resPonsible for the participant's physical
and mental health needs. According to 86% of the respondents,
the program should also have special connections with medical,
dental, and psychological services inorder to refer the proc.;:am
participants.

In many education and jobtraining*programs the participants
are-given some type of stipend..._ This allows the program partici-
pants to take advantage of the prograM on.a full title basis with-
out having to go to work. More than 50% (517%) of-the respondents.
in the survey think that some women expect to'be paid ).n a pro-
gram, while 22% think that Most women do, and 17% think that meery
ew women do.

Another area that will enable the program participants to
successfully take part in a program-is hating provisions.for
child care, transportation and clothihg. tChild care services
for programparticipants were considered very impOrtant by 88%
of the restondents, while transportation was considered very im-

.17g

portant by 63% and important by 28%. Provisio for the prograM
paying ,for clothing in order to Meet the ,-.4blic as considered
important by..33% and not so important by 46%. T e program covering
the cost of work clothes is considered important by 39%, not so

.

im 'tartan by 28%, and important by 25%. Sixty percent of time
respondents think that most womem. will participate in an educa-



tion or training program without
need to have certain services s
the respondents .reply that
pay. Of the total re pons

ay, but that the women will
oh as- child- care. Yet 29% Of

e women will participate without
s, only'6% reply that all women will

participate without pay, d 6% believe that very few women will
participate without a stipend.

Instructional Materials

The materials used in the program instruction will either
enhance the learning process o the participants or stifle and
hinder the particigant's progress-. Of the responses, more than
90% indicate that it is very important that instructional mater-
ials in .the program be -I) sensitive to the woman's needs as,,
they are to the man's needs (93%) , 2) non-stereotyping the woman
into certain jobs (such as nurse's aide, cook, secretary, typist,
maid, receptionist, etc.) while other types of employment (such
as appliance repairers' F refrigerator experts,. telephone installers
taxi drivers, truck drivers, typewriter repairers,. etc..) are for
men only-(92% response).; .and. 3) depictions of the woman as in -.
telligent and capable of learning the same types of job as the
man and as able to earn the same =salary as the male for the same
job (94% response).

More than eighty percent (83%) state that it is very impor-
tant that-instructional materials or tools used ineducation or
training 'programs for the low, income women head ,of household be
able to be utilized by anyone regardless of sex, age, height,
or weight. Seventy-fouripercent of the respondents consider it
very important that instructional materials take into consider-
ation the ,customs, beliefs, and language of the participant.
Yet'some state if programs'are.to be sensitive to all ethnic
racial grodps, this should also include the European groups.

PROGRAM RESPONSIBILITIES

In Order for program ttcbe successful, delineation of
responsibilities ipist'be determined and adhered to. 'This will
enable all parties concerned, whether program staff or program
participants, to know exactly what each one's,role'is.
answering who is.responsible lor the various elements of a-'pro-.
gram, the Possible reactions are: 1) both the program and the
participant; 2) 'the participant; 3) the program.

Sevep items of the question did receive more than 50% res-
.ponse that the responsibilities of the program should be shared
by the program and the participant. These items are: 1) finding
a well-paying job (74%); 2) finding satisfactory .chil,d'care ser-



-vices for the participant's children (68%), ) adjusting,the
program schedule to the participant's home responsibilities (65%);
4) making provisions for adeqadte diet for. the participant and -

her children (53%); 5) ensuring the adheres to the-program schedule-
and assignments (61%).

Three items did receive more than 50% rating by the respon
dents who favor only the program being responsible. TN. items
are :. 1) providing for the costs of the partiCipant's,..instruc-
-tional Materials (69%); 2) providing for transportation costs
from the program locatidn, to and from the baby - sitter or child
care' facilities (56%); and .3) providing the costs for child care
(-70%)._

The respondents rate only two items 50%
the responsibility of;the participant alone.
1) maintegping emploYment after education or
2) keeping the participant's Children out of

COUNSELING,

or more as being
The items are :

bining (57%); and_
trouble (66%).

=Counseling services -in -an education or training prbgram can
be a great support to the participant. Counseling can assist'
the progr&M participant in relieving anxieties, solving problems,
and finding employment. Areas in counseling services that are .in
the questionaire are: lrcharacteristics of the counselor and'
2) types of counseling services.

Counselor Characteristics

In order forlcounseling to be effective, the Counselor should
be able to relate to the woman. Psychology,does not relate:to the
woman. Weisstein. (1970)Lfinds.two causes for this failure: 1)

psychology looks at inner characteristics of the individual, rather
than viewing the person in her context; 2) clinicians utilize
theories in practices 'without having documented evidence to sup-

=port these theories. Female psychology'is usually viewed from a
male perspective. Chesler (1970) describes contemporary psychology
-as patriardhal,'autocratic, and insensitive to the female ,Ac-
.cording to- Chest, -.r, the reason for these attitudes by psychology
is that the field has been dominated by Freud-and his disciples
(duck as.Heien Deutsch, Marie Bonaparte,.Bruno Bettleheim, Erik.
Erikson, etc.) who view the woman as a bearer-of children, who
envies the male penis. The concept of mental health. society
then is masculine. To be healthy according to this theory, a
woman should adjust to the sex stereotypes designated by a sexist
sOciety.Mental health services for the'Chic2aa(u) population
are also lacking in sensitivity to this target population. Delivery
services in mental health are inflUenced by: 1) language barriers;



) cultUral conflicts; 3).class conflicts; and 4) geographic
isolation (Torrey, 1972,) . Cases (1976.) regards the cause of
Poor therapy due the the "Result of the basic ethnocentric
belief system that permeates the society., and, in particular
various fields of social science. Holding to a belief, it
is eaty, to assume that everything does and should revolve aroud
the-majority culture". (p. 6). He is 'specifically critical of
the psychologist defining culture as racial features, food, music,
and language, rather than using an indepth analysis of culture.
Padilla-(1976) also criticizes the acceptance of stereotypic
deRictions of the Chicano culture by psychologists. He contends
that psychologists _in mental-health programs: should: reject their
concepts of thinking that they knew What-was. beset, of people, to
inplude*commUnity parti&pant and quality research on the Chicane
cuiture in prog'rams.

In the qeustionaire more than l of the respondents in
the survey,indicate g=ate male counselor can sometimes counsel
thefemale participant as well as a female counselor'can, while
30% think that a male counselor can counsel a feMale participant
as well as a woman counselor most of the time. Only 9% ofthe
respondents' regard a male counselor as rare,ly or never being able
to counsel a woman participant as well is a woman can. Forty-
nine percent of the respondents indicate. that the female coun-
selor can relate better to the woman participant most of the time.
More than three-fourths of the participants (78%) did not con-
sider,a college degree necessary for the counnelor or other program
personnel to do an effective job.

The majority of the respondents (60%) do not consider that
background (racial ethnic; cultural, 'and linguistic) of the per-
sonnel an important attribute, as'long- as the staff member is
able to relate to the participantiand her needs. More than one
ied (38%) relate that race, ethnicity, cultural, and linguiFtic

background of thd_counselor is not important. Eighty-eight-perpen
tbink that the background of 'the' counselor does not. matter as
long as the person, is culturally. and linguistically sensitive to
the participant. Another eighty-eight percent indicate that the
important characteristic of the counselor is not the counselor's
background, but'whether the counselor can understand and talk to.
the participant. It should be noted that if the background 'of
the counselor is similar to that of the, participants, the coun-
selor will usually relate better to the, participant. In light of
the criticisms', (o ,which there are many more than the ones cited),
regarding therapy and.counseling for woman and for-the Chicana,
it is extremely important exactly .to know what are the attributes
f a counselor which will relate positively to-the_participant.

T of Counseling

A low income woman who s the sole support of her family has



many, types of pressures and Problem that need to be resolved
and taken dare of in order that she can best take advantage of
an edubation or ttaining-program. She may require some, type of

:.caenaeline during the program.duration. Counseling services in-
an eBucation or training program can be 1) academic Or'career
counseling; 'and 2) personal counseling or therapy. Academic, and
career cbunseling is necessary to determine the necessary pre-
paration for r-the type o career the 'participant seeks. .Personal
counseling :c ,n_ alleviate emotional-problems acid tensions that.
'the participant may be experiencing-,

A woman with a very low income haVin the responsibility
of raising a family by herself may have m n YePressures and needs.
If a program-can anticipate the counseling needs' of the partici-
pant, it will be easier-to meet these needs.: The-survey sought
to: determine: 1) precipitating factors or-situations which may
lead= to poseible counseling needs; 2) potential problem areas
that may ne &d counseling.

If the program can identify the, types of Stressful conditions
in which the woman may find, herself in, it will he able to provide
the type of gUidance that the participant might need.. In the
survey, fifteen percipitating conditions are designated as being
'a combination of important or very important by at least 75% of
:the respendents. These conditibesarei 1) hiving relatives to
turn-to (88%); 2) having frieSds to turn to (89%); 3), Site of
participant's family (85%);%0C-number of children living with
PartioiPaet (85%); 5) participant having very young children or-
teenagers(84%); 6) housing conditions of paiticipant's home or
apartment (760; 7) lack of privacy in the home,(0%); 8) type
of children's friends (84%); 9) type of neighborhood participant
lives in (84%); 10) length Of time since the participant's last
job (86%); 11) length of time participant has been on welfare (81%);
12) participant's feelings abeut her intellkgehce or capabilities
(95%); 13) length of time participant has beefi a head of hbuse-
hold (84%); 14)etype and quality of ..participant's education (85%)'
and 15) previous employment and length of that employment (86%).
oulY one item'is_considered 172,uilmalaa by over fifty percent
of the respondent S..' The item is the participant's feelings-about,
ber intelligence or her cap_ abilitiee (71%).--This corresponds
with the response from,the welfare recipients who are unanimous
instating that .;their low self-concept and lack of confidence 'are
'factors that the-stiff,should take into consideration. Items
that the respondents ,consider not imeortaiet with at leapt 35%
rating are: 1) having a "boyfriend'e (531) 2) whether it is the
female children or male children who are discipline problems (38%)

3) age of the participant (38%); and 4) weight of the particiisant
(C4%).

The woman taking part in an, education or training p oeram
may need counseling of, some type., Identification of the type of
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problems that a woman may face will allow the program personnel
tbanticipatc the kinds' of help the woman, may' need. At least
-70% of thereApondents. stron_l a.ree_oraree that the parti-
..cipant. may need:counseling in elevenareaS designated in the

queri.., _re. The problem areas are: 1) coping with ex7husband,
_;10anciof male friend (74 %) ; 2) finandes (82%);,e.3)-
problen1S of participant's children (89%)1 4) par-
selfcondept (82 %).; 5) participant setting goals and

dhering to theM li9,5%);,5) utilizing institutions which.may make
-; her feel uncomfortable (83%); 7) ,participant communicating with
teenage children (31%)7.8) coping with perebni in-authority;
such as landlords,polioemen, school officials, etc. (92%)P
`9) cOping with the,' judicial system (90 %) 10) coping with Welfare
caseworkers .07%1; ily adjusting to full time responsibilities__
and responsibilities at home' (91%). At least 50% ,of the respon-
dents stronl that the following are potential counseling
,areas a- -woman may rued: 1) -finances (521).72) self-concept (52%);
3) setting and adheringto goals (65%); 4) Utiiiiing institutions
wilich may make the participant feel uncomfortable (56%); -5) han-
dl'.ng people in authority (52%); Al adjustment to full-time res-
pOnsibilities'of employment and responsibilities at home (64%).
Only three items received over 30% in the combined oategories..8f
disa ed. and stron disa e . . These items:-are 1) coin with
re.kativ. doping wtY a "boyfriend" (39%);and 3) coping
with nosey neighbors (45%).

PROGRAM OPERATIONS

Inability to Complete EduCation or Pro ram
-.

The participaW4 --7-not complete an education or training
program for-various :- 'Although not all.women'face the
same problems, charev that,many Of the women will encouritek
some of the problems aelineated in the -qUestionaire. When.a
female head.of household, participates in an education or training
.programv she has. these obligations: ly that of a student and

.(,2) that of a mother i 3) that of head of household. These res-
ponsibilities are extremely hard for one perwn to handle adequ-
ately. Then adding the burden of being lbw income makes the
.,handling of these responsibilities-even Moxe.01.fficult.

Many factors need to be taken.into.donsideration 'by program
personnel -,if they are to ensure that the woman does.complete-the
.program, and education or job training program.

The following are the ,responses to theldest_ ion'delineating
reasons why a woman might not oompletetan education or job-train-
ing program. -Itams'which -the respondents stronqly Agree At least
39% b-Ut not 50% include: 1)- physical ,hearth -prOEIems,of the
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pa icipan (50%); 2) participant's expense such as' child care,
transportation not fully covered by the, program (38%); 3) lack"
of quality day care for participant's children (34%);.4) par-
ticipant experiencing emotional- tension due to pressure's of being
a'- full time mcither, head of household, and sutdent ,without help
(36%) . 'our= items received more than 30% and Jess than '50.% res-
ponse in the combination of disagree and stroniy disagree. The
items are?: I) participant lialing proper -alot ing to meet the

lic (32%) i 2) participant's relatives too demanding of her
e and energy (34%); 3) dental probleMs (38%); '4) participant
ving to meet with school bfficials regarding school problems

of her children. (39%); and 5) inadequate scheduling of the par-
ticipant's welfare caseworker visitations (41%) .

RE2 Pro-ram

The participant may drop out of the program for various
reasons. The causes of a woman head of household dropping out
of 'a program needs to be anticipated by the program-staff in
order to make necessary program changes before-the participant
decides to terminate. The possible answers to the items in this
question were: 1) always; 2) most of the time; 3) sometimes;
4) hardly ever; and never. The greatest amount of responses
were in the categories most of the 0-me and sometimes.-- Items
which the respondents answered as the causes3711e
dropping Put in the category of sometimes with over 50% responses
are: 1) t,he participant's faultT77V77) program not meeting
the participant's personal career needs (68%); -3y inadequate
program supportive servicesl.including-counseling'(5.7%);. 4) parT,
ticipant having too many,problems with her children (69 %);
5) participant suffering froM nervous tension (66%); 6) inability
of the participant to schedule her time to' her children's time
needs (58%); and 7) inability of participant to adjuSt to program,'
and failure of counselor to' solve this problem.(51%). In 'he
most of the time category, two items received over 25%;
adequate supportive services (26%) and 2) inability of part Apant
to adjust to the program's demands and failure of counselors to
salve, this problem .(26%).

pompletionoPrograM

The reason's why the participant will complete-theprogram
should be explored. This ..will give the program staff insight'
as to the needed-direction of the program. The.choices'to this
question-are: uSuall , sOmetimes, 'and hardly .ever. The respon-
dents.seem to fee tmost strongly -(73 %) that a woman
succeeds if -she believes shlacan complete the program,. at ex
reasons that have:majority support as usually contributing to .

the participant completing the program are; '1) the-participant--
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making up her mind to succeed no matter what (65%); 2) the par-
tibipant's belief that the program offers a good opportunity for
her to get off of welfare (62%).. The areas designated as some-
times assisting in the participant's completing having over 40%
responses area 1) the participant was more intelligent than
other women,(61*); 2) high quality' of program (43%); 3) program-
having good counseling servir:es (61%); 4)'participant'working
hard, despite_ service', not available to her when
needed (55%); 5) participant. older children helped her at home
(61%); 6) participant had good child care-services for her chil-
dren (56%);7) good transportation 157%) ; 8) participant had no
major problemsat home (50%); and 9) participant's had children
old enough to take care of themselves and care of the younger
ones (62%).

Emplrment .-.14Pemellt_

Upon completion of the program, the participant then needd-
to find employment. Job placement can ensure the success of the
programt according to the respondents. Of the respondents 79%
think that the program should assist the participant find employ-
ment after'they have trained her. Yet 8% of the .respondents did
state that the participant should seek employment by .herself.

'Follow-Up

The final question i -the survey dealt .with :the concept of
the program.maIntaining contact with the participant after _she'
has completed the-program and has_a well paying job. A few res-
pondents -(4%) state that by then the woman shouldbe on her Own.
But a near unanimous response (91%) was that the participant
'should stay in touch with the program untir'she has. adjusted to
being a full time working mother and an employed head of- household.

SU RY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter presented data from a national qu stionaire
which was sent to 1100 persons in the area of education:and em-
ployment of the low income female head of household. The ques-f
tionaire Sought to` determinelihe obstaclesfacing the low income
woman head of household in education and training programs-and
the critical aspects necessary to make such programs succeed.

Many of the respondents litre dissatisfied with current edu-
cation and training programs :for the low -income female head of

:74
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household. The greatest 6 atisf_ tio expresed by: 1)

the small sampling of AFDC recipients; h; 2) se,loo nl pQrsonel;
3) and Department of Human Honourees personnel. According to
891 of the respondents, the philosopny,Jf an educaticin or traJ.n-
ing program should not-be to place the woman r1 any type of
'job, but shou'd be to place her in a' well- paying job without
creating problems in the participant's family. The objectives
of the program'shOuld Zer 1) to introduce the woman to non-
traditional jobs; '2) to train the woman for a well-paying
-and 3) to. enhance her self-concept. The proqram persannel ch.ould

--- have the .necessary clua4fications for the position, but should
also gain the 'confidence anetrust of the women in the program.
The survey indicates that education and training, -programs for
the low income female ,head of household need"specialrecruitment
efforts. ,-The respondents rank theusP of television, radio, ad
community organiations as the best types of recruitment. Age,
lick,of a high school diploma, and number of child en should not
be criteria for eXcluding participants-to a program. ket.the
pnrticipant should' be ii- gobd health. The respondents'-contend ,

that when' the ubman'is obt- :,ning ,Ind education or training, the
program should be responsthle for the me%tal physical,needs of
the participant, child day services .for 'her children, and her
traasportaaon costs. Regarding program stipends, sicty percent ,
of .the reipondents think that host women will participate in, a
program without pay.1 It is ve7TIMportant that the instructional
materials used'in an education or traln!' program be: 1) sen-.
'Sitive to the needs of the female and mi._ -4 2) be. non - stereotypic;
aad,3), depict. the woman as'intelligent and capable of learning
same type 'of job as the mLan. More than half-of the respondents
consider both the male and .the female counselors as sometimes
being able':to counsel. the participant adequately. Yet:40( think
the female counselor more effective with the participant npst
the_time.- Of the.resPoridents, 88% regard the background of the

HcounselOr riot as iinportant as being culturally and linguistioally.
sensitive to: -the participant. Precipitating conditiOns that` - .might
cause the participant to seek- Counse2ing'delineated by the res-
pondents as- ,- -ant or vet- are conditional dealing
withi-1) tamil and relativestive. children; 3) neighbbrhood'and
housing; 4) previous employment; welfare, 6) educational,attain-
_ment; wig 7) Sel _-_cept. At least 50$-of the respondents. regard

6 'follow 4 potential counseling areas a partiipaat may be 4:
--1)i fUances,L2)Lmelf-concept; ,3Y setting.And,adh ring to 'goal
Ol_handlin people in authority; 5) utilizing in titutions Whili
melee 'the p *ticipant uncomfortable; ana'8):adjustment-tfti time
responsibilities' of empLayment -ar d responsibilities atjibme
CaUses of' n t he participant. completing the program:.are\deline-
ated as:.' 1 p ysicalahealth'prObleMs; 2r

the
4f quality child

care fOrparticipapes children;3) participant's expenses not
fV11Y. coveredby_the prograM; and 4) t)articipant eXperiencing,
e notional stress dUe.to pressures of 1.:ving a Iull-timp mother,
hSad of hOusehold, and student without any help. lordilmg..td the :



respondentr the partidipant may drop out of the program most
of:the_time due-to:- L) -Anadequate,supportiv* services; 27717-
abi ity Of the participant to adjust to the program's deMands
and failure of the counselors to solve the problem. ,If the
participant completes the program, the response states that it
is lasuall- because: 1) the' participant makes up hJr mind to
Sticdee_nd/Jriatter what; and 2) the participant believes that
the program offers her a good opportunity for herto get off of
welfare. As, Indicated in the previous chapter by the survey of
low income women, the program should assist the,partic it to
fihd employMent and maintain close contact with he un the
participant haS adjusted to her role as full 'time workinu mother-

,

and employed head.ofhousehcid.

Educational and job training programs for the low income
female head of household have usually failed. AS indicated in
this .chapter and in the 1preVious one, both the low .income female
head of household and prograM'Pbreonnel do want these programs.
to ,succeed. Working cooperatively, it is our belief that. these
"proqams-will.achieve the desired goal of having the woman obtain
economic independence.
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PART THREE

P=REPARATION OF LOW-INCOME

WOMEN FO THE WORKFORCE

The first chapter of this section, by Lupe Anoulan- sets
forth the issues of employment as a practical solution to the
poverty-problemsJew-income women face.' In the second chapter,
Ms. Angulano notes the profligate waste in .thc administration
of current programs for low-income womr resui..ing in meager
benefits to the women in comparison to monies lost through
bureaucratic redundancy, Aduplication, a d scattering of resources.

Employment and Low-Income Women

CHAPTER SIX

by

LUPE ANGUTANO

One of the myths which hinders equal participation of women
in our country's labor market is the statc_ment that, -" "the majority
of f-American women are in the home taking care of their faMily."'
1978---United States Department of Labor and Bureau of Labor, Sta-
tistics rndDepartment of Commerce provide ua with the reality or

-status'of American.womenl. for. example:

There are -,:lurrently aboutA2 ,illion womeLl p5- million
in 1976) in the labor force. Women comprise eA.a,percent
of our country's total labor fo'kce.

58.6 percent are working because they are the sole house-
old providers -- they are either widowed, divorced, sep-

ted or single.

percent 'are in/the LaborIf00e because they are married
Men who earn less than .$10,000,annually. According to
D partment of Labor cost of living report - a- family of

fo needsa $10,000 ineor' to Purch se bare living es-.
se ala'. .1n-other words, these wom n are `co

61 0 of women bJtween the ages of 25 to 34 are in the
la o force/, -the mr,jorityare mothers, with dependent chil-
drn flome.-
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Fifty-seven percent of all women 18 to 64 -- the usual
working ages--were workers in 19771 compared with 88
percent of men. More than 48 percent of all women 16
and over sere workers.

The median ages of women workers is 35 years.

Fifty-one-percent of all women of minority races. were
in the labor force in )977 (5.3 m!.Ilion); they accounted_
for nearly h, If of all minority workers.

Forty-four percent of Spanish - origin women were in the
labor force in 1977 1.6 million); they accounted for
39 Percent of all workers*:

Women accounted for nearly three- tifths of the increase
in the civiliaplahor force in the last decade - -12 mil-
lion women compared with 8 million men.,

More than one-fourth of all women o kersheld,pai-
jobs in 1977,

The mere educatipn a woman has, the greater likelihood
she.will-seek paid employment. Among women with 4:or ,

more years of college, about 3 out of 5 were in the labor
force in -1977

The average woman-worker is as well educated_ as le

average man worker; both have completed a median of 12.6
years, of schooling.

The number of working mothers has increased more than
tenfold since the period immediately preceding 'Wor50
II, while the nurOer of working women doubled.
one percent ,Of all mothers with Children under 18 yeas-
(15.5 million) were in the 'labor force in 1977.

The` 5..3 million working .mothers with preschool children
in 19 149,000_77 had-6A million children under 6. Only 149,00
children 3 to 5 years old were enrolled in licensed day
care Centers in 1975.

Wcmen workers are concentrated in ow paying dead-end
' jbbs. \As a result, the average wo;an worker earn' only
about hree-fifths of what a man does even when both'
work full-time year round. The med\ian ge or salary
income cf yei-round full-time workers in 1976 was 1( west
for minority women.

The t_ ito available n° licepsed day care centers
are for 197J.



White men
Minority,. men
White women
Minority women

f$,14 071
( 16,496

8,285
7,825

The Median earnings of full,- year-round women priva
houSehold workers were only $2,570.

Fully employed women high school graduates (with no col-
lege) had less income on the average than fully employed
men who had not completed elementary school--$8, 377ed
$8,891, respectively, in 19,76.

AmOng all families, nearly 1 out of 7 wa's headed by-a
woman in 1977 compared with abbut.l.out of 10 in 1967;
37,-percent of black families were headed by women. Of
all women workers, abov,t 1 out of 10 was a family head;
about 1 out of 5 minority women workers was a family head.

Women were:.79 percent of all clerical _workers in 197-i
but:only 5 percent,of all craft workers; 62 percent of
service workers but only 43 percent 'of professional and
technical workers; and 62'percent of retail sales workers
but only 22 percent of nonfarm managers and'administrators.

In 1975, the unemployment rate for white males was 7.2
percent, for white females it was 8.6 percent and for
minority females it was 14 percent.

What the above data tells us is that twor-thirds of American
women work for economic reasons. However, the majority, over.75
percent, are concentrated in "dee.d-end" jobs or jobs that pay.
thelwwest wages. There is a large growing per Lation, particU-
larly minority women who want to and need to work---but are not
able to_find employment.

ource: '197 .-tpartment of Cotmerce, Bureau, of the
C9npusv U.S. Department of Health,.Education and WeIfarevNational
Center,for Social Statistics; U0. DepartMent oE Labor, Bureau bf
,Labor Statistics and Wage and-Heur Division," Employment Standards
AAmini3t*_-aLion.

Nationwide Lo

The Women's Bureau in the Depatm- Yt of Labor conducted
nationwide Jyment eetings with 'lows-income women between

I
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January and August, 1977, a project I helped to organize and par-
ticipated in. Through these consultations we discovered that
women c4 low-income, in particular minority women, throughout our
Country expressed not only a desire to work, but frustration in
not being able to obtain employment.

Women from Rhode Island, New Jersey, Tennessee, Alabama,
Texas, Ohio, Nebraska, Colorado, Nevada, Wahsington State and
California expressed similar problems which they experienced,
though.under different circumstances, inobtaining and retaining
employment. The problems presented by these women ranged from --
sex discrimination, lack' of child care, poor transportation, un-
availability of job information, limited employment opportunities
"dead-end" jobs, etc..

Rhode Isl.a.nd

A low-irl e woman from Rhode Island perhaps best explains the
basic- problem the major?...y of wowen sti 1 face today in obtaining
employment.

r am one 18 :nillion-women in-the 4abor force today who
needs to work, 'Must work. .

Yet I've 'had little preparation
and no job training. My training has beeOlow to be cute, how
to be coy* how to cry on cue, how to be preity_puff of everything
nice, sugar and spiCe -- that's what little:girls are mad. of.
Now I'm a woman, and not thrilled about the type- of job I can get
"th those skills. I ask yo4,4, please, give me'a trade,permit me
earn an honest wage, to keep me and my children off welfare.-

. _
Today in schools all over, the 'unary children.

, ,

years old are-forced to make very big /decisions about
want to do with the rest of thei live Students S-0i. .ce

counselors. These counselors are b© psychological col... Jr.g
and career counselors. What aduiesc n doesn't need a psycho-
logical counselor? Granted. But stud nts also need a lot of
/-7..y big questions answered about the w rk-a-day world and how
to survive and even prospr-in it. Career or vocational coun-
seling is sorely needed. Think back for a moment. Do you rr.-
mambet the survival trainirg you got from your .guidance counselor?
Was it like mine? Go to the nearest college, so you're not "far=
from lilome., m_ajorl ih Home Edonomics, at least then you'll be able
to ke p a clean ho se. You're apt to be married before,yo,u are' I

1

a jun or. i

I t

/

n r felt lucky lucky that' in wo ye ' time I'd marry1

and b sit fc for life. I 17:.lieved my guidance counselor-; I didn't
need a skill, ch.dn't need to get a job; didn't need to.
learn abut r oney, cars, about buy pg a house, etc.
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But life, real life, isn't 1.:ke that at all.. In my youth,
I foolishly accepted, on faith, Lhe wisdom of my guidance-coun-
selor, only to find that Ineed..1 those skills.. E AND 18 MIL-
LION OTHER WOMEN IN THE LABORFORCP

Recommen6

Of greatest importance in assisting o,,,--Alcome women vL
their un ,remploymentand unemployment are the recomben-
dations worc,a themselves pro fed us with. They
are:

Washington State

Z-f[ the State of Washington, the LOW-INCOME WOMEN surdgested
that women's centers should be set up to assist women and men
adjust to the need for women to be employed and to organize ade-
quate child care.

- Colorado

Recommendations :fro,: the Colora, LOW-INCOME WOMEN,CONSUL-
TATIONS WERE:

1. Better utilizatio.1 o_ the public: School buses in addition
to new forms of trar Jortation is to Wv."king women
in the State of-Coloradp;

Vocational training programs including bilingual-
biCultural prograntming whip could include child bare
and transportationr

Full service women's resource center; the center should
offer inexpensive or free classes in job readiness, as-
sertiveness, discrimination awarenss-Andbia etino;

Provis for employer awareness classes of -loyes-
in s_ busineSsieSOrtS,_and,industry as t she needs
-and C:apabilitLes of LOW - INCOME and MINORITY WO ,E to
encourage' hiring ;these warren.

[

1

Tennes ee

Recommendations_ frOm Tennessee:- LOW - INCOME WOMEN 'revealed
that lack of inexpensive child- carer lack Of .in-towranportation
political patronage in. the CETA Job-.PrograM and racial disdriMinat on
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are-the primary obstacles to employment oppOrtunities for LOW-
INCOME WOMEN.

Other problems lis ed by the women were: sexual harass-
ment;, ,training 'problems are not geared to existing jobs; loW
apy;.no york'benefits available for domestic women workers;lack
of information about .jobs; medical problems; many private employers
will not 91,ve jobs to we) (are recipients. --

Texas

LOW-INCOME WOMEN from Texas: Many:. of the participantS
geed that employment opportunities become the fobUs of welfare
refdrm. The local county att .r-tey workers were described as in-
sensitive to_thewomen. One L. ticipant reported that her.-..friendf
who was on Aid to Families with ependent Children (-
was questioned by the County Attorney's office,about how many
times slept with her baby's father -- in font of everyone
in the office. The dehumanization of existingA.F.D.C.. programs
can no longer be tolerated by poor women who have a basic right
to dignity and .respect.

Kentucky

LOW-INCOME- WOMEN from Kentucky emphasized the following as
probleMs.which affect their employability and income: "a political-
patronage system controls CETA and private employment positions."

Lack of Child care. and inability of existing child care
ncenters to service the needs of the'women,were cited- Many employers

.do not pay the women minimum wage or social security benefits.
- Employers demand job qualifictions which women do nottave.
Training programs do.not fit _available job markets Lack of trans-
4,Ortation and poor road conditiOns incr ease koblem. Good-
P- 'dos are n o en -t lOw-income women. 'from-l-aeral
Jo programs are not reaching lowincothe people td- much money
is spent on administration and high level salaries, is un-,
equal Pay for equal, work done by womcn, .":easonab' : rriceia quality
medical care is unavailable The cost a living in .coil
areas than in non -coal areas. job information dos not usually
reach those reeding it the-most..

. L I

The women 'felt strongly'that,the federal gdVerninent doesInot.
-underst,nd- Appalachia; "Welfarelagencies.itlake peopielfeel they are

-beggars; that cal .companies controlmuch:Of the4ivesof.pleople."
Thyvmpbasi7.edHhat4. "itis-the working poox..who..are not eligible
fOx T-447ernment.prOgrams whohave the most difficUl.t economically."-:
The wuten exPressed,thatLtLER2L#aditional of_mountaia7men to.o9o-cess
women. .Lespite all these problems, tie women were. emphatic about-
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women being an important labor source in the mountains. "Women
can and do non-traditional work," they pointed out.

Again,- women of low-income in partiular minority women '.'ant
to and need to work, however, employment policies as they exist
hinder.her from doing so. Women of low-income particularly minor-
ity women do not have the base to lobby in the 'congress
for adequate Employment laws A.F.D.C. (Aid to Families with Depen-
dent Children) Welfare, CETA (Comprehensive 7mployment and Training
Act) and WIN (Work Incentive-Program) legislation, therefore such
lawt and policies as being advocated by other groups, even tradi-
tional Women's, Organizations are-dnadequate.



CHAPTER SEVEN

:11HE ADMINISTRATION OF PROGRAM-

sERVING LOW-INCOME WOMEN

by

LUPE ANGUIAN0,

Wo: 11.4AtEftadt.1 is a characteristic deeply ,:opted in
laws 5577;aministrative procedures governing programs ani insti-
tutions that,provide services to women, in particular those see-
vin; loW-incOme-,women. 'Women with children, for example, are

le -al- bound to economic dependence on the husband-father, even
lity the husband-father may not be able to supp0rt
Id either because of low-income employment; divorce

:par ti axt. The fact. that two-thirds of American women in
labor force are providers or co- providers (the family wold

not be able to survive cenamila, .thout,her waged) is not
recognized, or asce by Society -at large.

My constant-analysis of programs serving low-income women
demonstrates hoUt a doubt the serious and harmful effects the ,

NOTION OF W AS A DEPENDENT has had on a woman's life and that
of her Chi k ren.

t-ou_
the not
ores
the

As ustratien of this fact, I, nave analyzed thoroughly
one of m such programs ,--- the National A.F.D.C.' (Aid_to Families,
wit!' 'open ie xt Children) Welfare Program, I selected A,F.D.C:
Walt .:e, kb oau.sd this program,'more than others demonstrates the

4 0

dahUM411,N20.ng effects of institu'sionalized sexism or the basic
results of,the philosopily imbedded'in-the administrative procedures
governing programs which serve Worrier of low - income..

he-_A.F.t.fare Pro. 'am

public opinion poll, if taken, to measurt. the 7roost unpopular-.

pociWiva 0wOuld Undeubte ly show that Welfare is among the top',

six, if-not number' one.
L

my nationv4de travels discuSsinq 'Welfa, a Ref° Oolicy
bond that there is generally a consensuster stingly even
el are recipients aid in particular womn thesn,3 Ives, that -



our country's wiel re- system is beyond reform and perhaps an
impossible task.

The major_problem with our country's current Welfare system
..: ar be narrowed to three:items:

1. Adminis native costs vs. benefits - -- Administrative costs
Y ar eceed service benefits even the poor, as high as
75% in some programs.

2. n of de endencz---Welfare creates a poverty cycle
ps the majority of women household heads into a
economic and pz3ychological dependency.

I,,apkin in Workincentives---Welfare does not reward
n on g, it rather-punishes them.

I'd like to expound on these three items a little more.

Administrative c benefits

A study (unpublished )- of one state's (Aid to Families_
with Dependent Children) Welfare program=irdiclp Ni that $15,060;00
is spent annually per A.F.D.C. family of four percent of that
otates families on A.F.D.C. are headed by womep; to provide only
$3,600.00 in,money and services. What this me,-;%s isthat ,70 to 75
percent C2 A, ,14C. monies are absorbed in administrative costs,
while only 30 to 25 percent are used for actucil benefits or ac-
tual servi ,,expenses. Program ekamination (),' a search for the
reasons that, program administrative procedures are-duplicated,
Another tlnat c i.ff -ent Federal Agencies provide different ser-
vices to ne samt, for example, prograMs serving A.F.D.C.
recipients r:;4111 L3':.ered by four different Federal agencies
whi"ohinIt',, ve. LL it individual .regional, }tate 1,nd.aocal offices
and staffs. i or example

U.S,
ter

-0edi ai

artment of Health, Education and ,Welfare adminis
rough th national, regional, state and 'local.

finanaial assistance

artml t of Agriculture' administe

od Stamp Program
C's'program,
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U.S. Departmont of Labor administers:

--Work Incentive Program (WIN)
.--Comrehensive If ,ployment and Training hct ETA)

4. U.S. Department-0, using and Urban Development

- -Public Housing
- -Rent subsidy programs

The problem of duplication and over pping of programs is
a serious one. Each program-designs its own F9deral, State and
Local staffs, each has its own reporting and investigative, mech-
ani'sms, again amounting to spending 70, to-7I percent in adminis-
trative expenSes compared to 30 to 25 percent in actual service
benefits. Some Department of Health, Educ4(7171 and Welfare of-
ficials have argued with me that Only 19 is actually
spent on Administrative cost---th a Brach 19 percent figure.
by Crediting or raising the price le 4,anef14-.L; given to the
recipient. For example, a $36.00 1 yr _lc Housing apartment ShOuld-
ctuall- be,-according to them, $170.00. As I see it, $36.00 is
a fair price for ghetto'housing

Creation of Dependency

Perhaps the most berious effect of our current Welfare system
is that it creates dependency among (young) 'women and other poor
people. -In other words, the focus of public assistance is r.- `: to
leac.,a client toward economic independence, but rather to provide
meager assistance-in-such a manner that it loes.not help poo
persons., psychologically or economical)._ move out of poverty.

The Food Stamp program, for example, based on the premise
that women and other poor people must br regulated to buy food.
We spend millions and millions of dollurs in administration regu-
l#ting or assuring that women and other poor people buy fc,3-4.
Than in order to obtain food stamps they must spend hours and hours
filling'out forms, being interviewed-, and then Istanding in long
lines to o)otain that meager.ssistance. This process not only
creates dependency it also dehumanizes women !and. poor people.
-would be less expensive,more humand and better for the poor,
the monies spent on food stamps were instead given
of` cash assistan

The persons most dame by the:Dependency Well: -ems
created, eare women of family recv4,:g A.F.D.C. Ai Families
with Dependent Children) Welfare assistance
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Ninety percent of all families on A.F.D.C.. ate healed by
women. Almost fifty percent of them are youngo healthy, and
intelligent women who desiret9' work, who wart to be self-
supporting. However, instead of helping these women. to be family
nrovider by helping Olem 'to enter the labor market, the A.F.D.0
program assures clep,.6,1enCy on Welfare by prbviding meager finan
cial assistance (60 to 65 percent of the poverty income). This
meager income for, her-and her chi).dren traps a yoUng, able woman
into a cycle of poverty - - -a cycle from which.many never break
away.

THE SOLUTION TO RESOLVIN7, THE MANY Aa.D.C. PROGRAM PROBLEMS IS
BASICALLY TO ASSIST 'WOMEN HEADS OF A FAMILY MOO; ECONOMICALLY.
SELF-SUFFICIENT SO THAT THEY MAY BE ABLE. TO SUPPORT THEIR FAMILIES
WITH DIGNITY AND RESPECT. IN OTHER WORDS,--1-TH IT HAS BEEN A
MISTAKE TO FOCUS A NATIONAL PROGRAM ON PROVIDINC RVICES TO
CHILDREN -WHILEsIGNORING THE ECONOMIC STABILITY, ThAOUGH EMPLOYM:41.
OPPORTUNITIES, OF THE FAMILY HEAD WHO: SHOULD PE TIM FAMILY, PROVIDER.

Lacking in Work Incentives
, .

Persons who are able to work, many who have a sincere desire
to work are not asis ed by the current Welfare system to enter
the labor force.

\,
If a person receiving Welfare enters .the rab market, rn.-

,

mediatelx the cost of food startipsi rent and other 'welfare services
are raised, and the'Welfare caqh 'benefit drop, POr example, Maria
Torres was determined to remove herself from putalc assistance or
A.2%D.C.Welfa:.?.. She obtainpd a job which paid her $2.65 an hour.
Three days after Maria started working, she waa notified that, her
rent (in public housing' courts) would be increased from $56.00 a
month to $l3600; her food stamps ros and she lost he 'r' r reglilar

.welfare income. Maria, who had never w ked outside her home
before, had never received a check, was frightened that she
quit her-TFE: FT r efforts t-:, explain her financial situtation to
the many ,Social Workers from the different Welfare Agencies did
not alter the situation. The result of N.F.D.C.Welfare laws is,

; not (t© assist women heads of families to ilecOme self-Supp),rting
1 r to btain and retain employment, but rathr tO provide complicated

ser icesi and a meager income that will in turn lccl her family
into a cycle of poverty

I .
1 1

1,-
,

I'd like to elaborate on a few the;, man personal experien-
, ;. .

ces I've had living, working with, and ass;lstang women heads of
Jlousehblds on A.F.D.C. =_.o beaome Self- uppbrting,

i

Six years ag4 I started a Welfare Reform Proje t by living
in the San Antonia; (Texas) Housing Projects with families headed

I
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by Mexican- American women on A.F.D.C.. The first pinch of poverty
I experienced was running out of food after the third week of the
month. (In Texas a woman with a family of four on A.F.D.C. receives
$140.00 each month).

I often accompanied the women on a visit to the doctor; to a
food stamp office or a,visit to the Department of Public Welfare.
Finding transportation was the first problem. Having very little
or no 'money, but trying to find .a baby sitter to stay with the
younger children or having someone stay at home to wait for the
children.when they came home from school was another problem.'
Waiting in line in the welfare office or the doctor's office, or
the food stamp line was another problem. Trying to deal with
attorneys who insisted that the women should know where the father
of her children lived, and the woman fearing a beating by the hus-
band if she did tell- where he could, be found (even if she knew)
was another problem.

When the wortien could not find or pay for a baby sitter, they
would be forced to take the. children with.them (this was the case
most of the .time) --and then put up with the restlessness -end crying.
of the children, which was both embarrassing and taxing on the
nerves. To top it all, the hostile attitude or hostile treatment
which the women received from employees'in the different offices
or agencies was exasperating, to say the least. Yes, being on
Welfare is a full-time job.

I FOUND THAT WOMEN UNDER THESE CONDITIONS WERE

FORCED TO SUPPRESS NORMAL AGGRESSIVE AND INTEL-

LIGENT:BEHAVIOR IN ORDER TO REMAIN SANE AND TO

RECEIVE THE BENEFITS OR SERVICES.

In my six months living in the San Antgnio Housing Projects,
-I witnessed -ix:suicide- attem -s. Iola' might'be interested in

_no_ ng t_atia_ most a of. the suicide attempts-had'at the core
another disappointment'- a personal love relationship that the
women had anticipated would have helped them and their children
find "ECONOMIC SECURITY" or a way out of poverty, and instead,
they -found themselveq heartbroken, pregnant, and emotionally abused.

WOMEN'ON WELFARE (POVERTY) ARE AT AN EXTREME DIS-

ADVANTAGE 20 ENTER A SOUND, GOOD MARRIAGE,. BECAUSE

OF THEIR ECONOMIC CONDITION -- WHO WANTS 20 MARRY AN

ECONOMIC PROBLEM?
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Fummertime, the apartments were so hot that the
famIly -remain outdoors and not go to bed until 1:00 or 2:00
'a.m. when . . started to get cooler. Then they and the children
sleep are termed shiftless. In the winter, we would
pile bLa-kets, coats, etc., to keep ourselves warm because the
one heater ,rd .he heat Erow the stove's oven did not suffice
to kaep h' a tment wlrm.

. A p 'r "y

cycle, a
physical,
to the wo
is very c..,
few option
forced to mo
with the
have none.

ncome traps a woman and her family in a poverty
:3n.!tic5n that as a general rule causes great
11-:al and many,timeS, moral damage not only

so to their children., Healing this damage
sometimes impossible.', I found. that women have
them' in their struggle out of poverty. I was
f the housing projects because I came down

I had an option to move -- the women

As we dic-q solltions to these many problems, the
women would express morr criticisms of the existing welfare
system thdn dotes, the pubiir at large. To them the welfare system
is beyond_ repa% theoll- solution they_foilra Was-to _and a
Way out of

PERHA-12S NO OTHER LOGRAM SO CLEARLY EXEMPLIFIES

THE DEEP ROOTED HARMIML ANDDEHUMANIZING EFFECTS

OF INSTITUTIONALIED SEXISM AS DOES THE CURRENT

A.F.D.C. WELFARE PROGP.AM.

CT OFF WELFARE` CAMPAIGN

The women announced a "Get Off Welfare Campaign", and our
first program effort was to, find employment for the women. I
did an -ssessment of the talents and skills which the women
posse- ed. I found that they had many talents and skills which
they' ere. using as volunteer workers; for example, raising
mone for the church (Organizing all the carnivals); they were
excellent volunteer teacher aides, helping teachers in the
classroom-and p4yground; they were all great social workers,
helping many families in the housing projects -- they had ex7
cellent referral lists. Why shouldn't they get .paid for these
services?

Scholarship assistance was given to the women by the San'
Antonio Kiwanis Club to help them attend a San Antonio Junior
College "Cash Register -" course. Thirty-eight women registered.
for the course. All but two members graduated with honors and
perfect attendance. The teachers were suprised at what they.

0
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called the high motivation of the women In response to their
question of what we had done, we told them we had simply' provided
transportation and helped arrange child care. 0thGr women learned
to type and drive a care. In all, we helped 500 women find their
way off the welfare rolls.

About 300 women completed a Nurses' Aide program. The moti-.
vation gained by successfully completing these courses had a major
impact on the attitudes of the women.

)

THIS MOTIVATION SHOULD HAVE BEEN U ED TO UPa THE

clic:NEN TO HI TER EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMEN;iTHROCGH

PARTWORK, Pr rI- STUDY AND PART AL WELFARE ASSISL

TANCE AND MEDIC1 L SERVICES.

Instead, we allowed them to get a job I have examined t he
statue o,the women in the Nurses' Aide Jobs and I :found that they
are no better. off economically_ than when they were on welfare.
The women Are paid minimum wageS -- $2.10 to42'.30 an ,hour. Their
salary does not cover the cost of tranportation to and from work'
or for neceisarykchild care and medical, expenses (which many times
are as highas food bills). Asa result, rfound women were .

leaving their chi1ldz4i1 alone at home at'night, since many of the
women were given night shifts. Still the women remained fn these
jobs 7- why? -- they felt freer, more productive and less oppreq ed
than when they were on welfare.

,'Perhaps the most seri us outcome of this situation is that
the women are nOt,able.to improve .their.employment-skills because
they are faced with- bare survival wages which trap them in the
poverty cycle, a condition which does not allow them mobility or
resources to improve their economic status. I cannot describe the
extreme frustration:of this dxperience.

.

SoMeOf the women and I also ventured. into a Restaurant Project.
With the assistance of the Office of Minority Business-Enterprise
and the City 'of San Antonio, the.womehacutally opened &amen
restaurant. But once again We were faced with the welfare catch:

IF THE WOMEN EARL OVER &IC) OR $160 (DEPENDING

ON THE SIZE OF THEIR FAMILY), THEY FOUND THEM

SELVES. INELIGIBLE-FOR WELFARE. AND IF THEY WERE

'FACED WITH ANY SIZABLE FOOD, CLOTHING OR MEDICAL

EaLL,*THEY7FOUND,THEY COULD'NOT EARN ENOUGH. TO.

PAY THOSE BILLS AND WENT BACK,. ON WELFARE.
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The .restaurant 'closed its doors, and some highly motivated
women experienced another unsuccessful effort to gain economic
independence.

After all these set backsmany others would have quit and
said "IT 1g ,_,HOPELESS EFFORT." Well, they did not quit. :We'
decided to investigate and see if existing Federal empidymgnt
programs would assist the women.

FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS

First, we checked into the work incentive program (WIN), a
program created specifically to assist A.F.D.C. families obtain
employment. We found that jobs obtained through the WIN program
were, for the most part, service jobs which pay an average of
$2.10 to,$2.30 an hour, .jobs the women could obtain without the
,help of WIN. Again, these salaries do riot provide sufficient
income to support a family of three or four, the average size
of a family headed by'a woman.,

WE HAD GREAT DIFFICULTY HELPING .SOB DEVELOPERS

SEE THAT CHILDREN RAISED BY WOMEN HAVE THE SAME

NEEDS AS THOSE RAISED BY MEN. TgAT WOMEN HAVE

TO PAY THE SAME PRICES THAT.MEN DO F R THE NE-

CtSSITIES OF LIFE.

We found .that 86% of the WIN program administrators were
retired .military men who had .little or no training\in dealing
With women heads of households. They would spend more time
with the business community seeking job bpenings than they did
preparing. the Women for adequate employment. I had great
.difficulty-discussing with thosm the necessity of training women
far non-traditi6nal'jobS, for example, \ 4

--Many of the women rightfully complained that the 'WIN:
program, whichis designed specifically to..help A.F.D.C.Welfare
recipients (90% women) find employment, helps the employer more.
WIN subsidizes employers 75% to .100% of wages -paid to WIN par=
ticipants'. Yet only'permanent 'emplOyMent, while-,89i.fail to
do-so.

Wealso tried to open the doors of CETA (Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act) programs to women. CETA sponsors
do not encourage women to fill their manpower slotg. hy?
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Because, they said, "women with a family are so unreliab .e.
They claim that "hiring women would we,kon their program."

The Solution is Comprehensive Welfare Reform

Many years of serious thought, consideration, and evalua-
tion of effectiVe Welfare Reform measures has taken place. One
of the early (1972) innovative Welfare Reform proposals was
promoted' by now Senator Daniel P. Moynihan, the.1 working for
the Nixon administration in the White House Domestic staff.
The proposal, called the Family Assistarme Plan,,or H.R. 1,
presented and passed both House and Senate Committee hearings
in the 92nd Congress.i Then, Health, Education and Welfare
Secretary Elliott Richardson termed H.R. 1 as "revolutionary
and expensive".2

The major provisions in H.R. I were a guaranteed annual
income for all Americans; single parents with children over 6
years of age would be required to work; a job ,would be guaranteed
by the Federal Government to those in the reqUired to work ca-
tegory; a supplemental wage and earned income tax credit woulc
alsocbe provided. The Bill was defeated in the floor of Congress
becauie the sill was too expensive for some and for others the
cashbenefitS were too law.

In 1974--Michael C. Barth, George J. Carcogno and John L.
Palmer, through the Institute for Research on PovertyUniver-
sity of Wisconsin-Madison agdin'examined the major- Welfare
Policies embodied in H.R. 1 through their book "Toward an
Effective Income Support System: Problems, Prospects and
Choices. ". This boOk offers a great deal of foresight, wisdom
and Welfare Reform innovation.

Prebident Carter made,Welfare Reform a major campaign pro-
mise, and after his election he asked Secretary -of Health, Edu-
cation and Welfare, Joseph P. Califano-to undertake the gigantic
job of developing a Carter Welfdre Reform proposal. Some of,
the best minds in the country were brought together to 'develop
the plan--persons from the Brookings Institute, such as Dr. Henry
Aaron who became Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation
and Michael C. Barth from Department of Health, Education and
Welfare led the team within'the'Department of Health, Education
and Welfare.

Because of my six an_ more years experience.wofking in the
area of Welfare Reform, I wa. asked by' the National 'Women's
Political Caucus- to'dhair,their National welfare Reform Task
Force. I Bound myself working closely with President Carter's
staff advocating Comprehensive Welfare Reform. -.I -feel proud
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to have played a significant part in the Welfare Reform pro-
'posal and to have contributed .to the changes made b the 95th
Congress' Welfare Reform 'subcommittee to improve an strengthen.
the President's proposal.

President Carter announced his Welfare Reform proposal on
August 6,.1977. He stated:

"As: I pledged during my campaign for the
'Presidency I am asking the Congress to abolish our
existing welfare system, and replace it with a job-
oriented program for those able to work and a simpll-
fied, uniform, equitable cash. assistance program for
those in need who are unable to work by virtue of
disability, age or family circumstance. The program
for Better Jobs_and Income -T. am proposing will trans-
form the manner in which the Federal goVernment deals
with the income needs of the poor, and begin to break
the welfare cycle."

"The program I propose will provide:

-- Job opportunities for those who need work.

-- A work benefit for those who work but whose
incomes are'inadequate to support their
families.

-- Income Support for those able to work part-time
or those who are unable to work due to age,
physical disability or the need to car-- zbe
children six years of age or Tounger."

The Carter Welfare' Raform proposal addresses and does pre-
sent measures to resolve the ,key or major problems in our country's
current welfare sySteM, it hits at the heart of cost vs.-benefit,
dependency and work incentives.

The Honorable James Comet:, i.s. Representative from:Cali-
-fornia bedame Chairman of the House Welfare Reform subcommitteev
he introduced the'administration'sproposel as H. R. 9030. The
proposal was greatly improved by the subcommittee throug4 its
hearings process in which many citizens including myself ex-
pressed -many suggestions for innovative changes, that did in
fact strengthen the Bill., it became H.R. 10950.

I. key Welfare problem 4i-eas in our current Welfbre
system are resolved in H.R. 10950 through the following measures:.

A. -Cost vs. Benefit Problem:
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A National Income Poll would be created---

The propoSal would create a single and uniform CAS1-rASSIS-
TANCE PROGRAM for poor persons in the "not, required to work"
category (elderly/ handicapped, blind, disabled, abandoned
children and single parents with children below age 6).

The proposal would provide for universal cov rage
based on economic need and would establish na Tonally
uniform eligibility

- A.F.D.C. (Aid :to Families with Dependent Children) , tood
stamps,- and the .S.S.I. Program would he phased out;
monies from these programs would be utilized in the
cash assistance program.

The cash assistance income would be 65% of the poverty
level; States would receive incentives to raise the
income to the national poverty line.

Federal annual benefit income for NOT required to wo

Single parent family of 4 $4,200
Aged, blind or disabled person $2,500

c. Aged, blind or disabled couple $3,750

B. Dependency -and Work Incentive Problem:

THE BETTER JOBS
D BECOME ECONO ICALLY INDEPE

PROGRAMS WOULD ENABL PERSONS TO WORK
NT

- B.S. 10950 would assist poorrpersons who are able to
work find and retain employment. Persons in the "required
to work" category would be single parents with children-
OVer, 6 years'of age; two parent families; individuals
and childless couples.

Private.Sector employment is the fOcUs of the "Better
Jobs Program" for ,persons, needing public assistance.
and those who are in the required to work .category.
The major incentives for Private, Sector employment are
provided in the bill.

4.\ A supplemental income would -be provided to'the
family provider who is workinTein a minimum 'Wage
Private Sector job and also a Public Service job.

Private Sector workers, eligible fof Public-Assistance,
would also receive an aWitional.earning incentive
through an Earned ,Income Tax Credit provision.

- A Public Service Jobs Program would be created to assist
those not Able. to ,obtain Private Sector jobs.
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The bill provides for overage of expenses resulting
from job activities, (transportation, child cam).

- Participation in approved training program satisfies the
work requirement.

- Jobs are specifically targeted for; families with children.

Child Care --- (Major ork ng,Women _ Issue)

The bill provides that single parent families with children
Lzlder 14 may deduct' child care costs:up to $150 for one

$300 for two or mole children from earned incomes

Five percent (5%) Of the funding for the administration
of the jots program would be available to CETA Prime Spon-
sors to paY'for child care.-'

Example Cases - -- Better Jobs Pro ram

BASIC MINIMUM INCOME

The annual income' leVel for single parent families who ar
not required to .wbrk is $3,000,00 for a, family with one-chile,
and:$4,800.60 tor afaMily with-four children. The annual in.-
come for families required to work with full-time worker is as
follows (NOTE1. all figures include the basic Federal.income
flbor and do not include state supplementation).

4 person family (mother, father and 2 children) - with private
sector job:

$5,512 wages (man. wage $2.65 /hour)
1,444 wage supplement
*425 Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC)

$77381

,4 person family (mother, father and 2 children) with a public
service job:

5,512 wages (min, $2.65/h ut
1-i442,wage supplement
M956.

4 person family (mother, chlrldren all over 6 years of age
mother expected to work full-time:

FriVate job - same as in example 1
ublic job same as in example'2
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4 person family (mother, children one under 6 years of age)
mother not expected to work receives $4,200---$4,800 if 4 chi.lrlren.

2. EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT--AP F611 PRIVATE SECTOR.
EMPLOYMENT ONLY

The EarnedIncome Tax Credit is available to taxpayers who
provide more:than half the Support of any child or disabled in-
dividual and who meet certain other specified conditions. The
credit is computed as follows: 12% of earned income up the
credit baSe whiph is $3,000 for a family of.2;-S3,600 for a
family of 3; $4,200 for a family of 4.. The base'continues to
increase by $600 for each additional family member up to a
maximum of $6,000. The credit would phase out at a rate of 6%
when a family's adjusted. gross inciflin- exceeded these amounts.

Exam le

Family earned income = $3,600

1.

2.

3.

12% x 3,000

3600
-30.0(1

= 360

600

6% x 600

360 36 = $324 EITC

Example2.:

Family of 4 earned income = $3,600,

12% x 3600 = $432
.EITC ' $$32

Example 3:

Family of 4 earned income = $4,300

4.

12% x 3600 = $432
4300 - 3600 ='$71
6% x.600 = 36
432 - 36 =- $396 E ITC
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OT 5R ADVANTAG50U PROVISIONS PROVIDED 0Y t4,R. 1 95

1) Covers singles and childless cou lee riot previously
covered by Federal or State Welfare programs will be
eligible for assistance.

4
No reductiOn for shared household if bbth units eli-
gible for aid. Reduction of $66.67 monthly if shared
with an elir7ible unit.

27 States do not have A.F.D.C. Unemployed Fathers
programs (U.F. program). H.R. 10950'would enable
states to create such programs.

4) Eliminated 100 hour work rule.

5) All benefits in cash.

6) Uniform Federal rules, application procedure; u
needs and assets test - BETTER ADMINISTRATION.

7) Hearing and apppeals rights standards of promptness;
privacy safeguards.

Child not penalized if stepparent doeSn provide sup-
port.

9) JOBS - mothers with children under 7 not required to
work. Also not required to work if child needs special
care. If children 7-14 years must work part-time during
school hours.

10) Jobs must be at least minimum wage;'Will
reflect average area wage rates. AVerag
maximum $9,600 (can be incereasea by 10
equal pay for equal work. Mast be no -d
and provide equal employment opportunity
for reasonable job search expenset

be adjusted to
must be $7,700;

JAL must pay
scriminatory
- reimbursement

-.Perhaps the most innovative and important aspect in H.R.
10950 is the SUPPLEMENTAL INCOME---and the EARNED 'MOM TAX
CREDIT provision both encourage Privato Sector Employment which
is key to resolving_not only Welfare problems but also a major
part of our country's Unemployment problems. These two pro-
visions would make a malor impact on enabling women who are
family heads (many who are; now on Welfare) to workprimarily
because the supplemental income would increase .their earning
power. The majority of women (800 work for minimum wages, it
is difficult to support a family of four on a minimum wage jab.
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Texas Welfare Reform Proposal
(An empe lance with program staff)

taff compete, _, adequate staff training, and positive.
fork experience working with low-inicome women play a major role

.in the 'succor; or failure of any project. A good program idea
without adequately trained staff to implement the program - can
turn into program failure and a waste of taxpayers money., A
Texas experience perhaps can hest demonstrate

he
serioUshess of

this problem.

In 1974, I started to.do some ground work for A.P.D.C1
Welfare Worm Logreiation in the statn of Texas. The experience
obtained from the San Antonio housing projects and the nationwide
consultetiono with low-income women through'the Women's Bureau
protect gave me a good knowledge base for welfare reform legis-
lation. I felt it would be a good idea to base the legislatioit
on the creation of one or two A.P.D.C. education and employment
welfare reform, models- that,would locus on assisting women heads
of-families tecome self-supporting.

I thought it would be a good idea to also focus the 1 gieL
lation or model project on .obtaining institutional change. It
is difficult to change bureaucracies, so I thought giving ad-
ministrative responsibility for the implementation of a 'creative.
model project idea would help the Texas Department of Human
Resources respond in a creative manner - then experiencing suc-
cess in the new approaches under its own jurisdiction institu-
tional change would follow.

I sought and obtained the support of the Texas Women's
Political Caucus---of which I am a member---to indeed carry out,
this legislative project. The Caucus, with great enthusiasm
and support, endorsed the idea as a Texas Caucus priority effort
and our lobbyists and I immediately started to lay the ground
work for our welfare reform model projects.

I ended up writing the legislation myself- -the legislation
ie in the following page entitled "A.P.L.C. Edudation and Employ-
ment Act - H.B. 1755."

State Representative Irma Rangel, the first Texas Mexican-
American state elected legislator introduced the legislation as
her priority legislation. After a great deal of work it passed
the Texas legislature and was signed by Gollernor Dolph Briscoe,
June 15,, 1977.

Our problem started o n h!ter the Bill was signed. The
Department of Human Resources was due to run out of money for a
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pet project called Project PACE, a career-education program for
welfare recipients involving Texas junior colleges. The direc-
tor of Project PACE was asked to become the director of our
A.F.D.C. EducationLand Employment Act. Rather than starting to
develop and organize the innovative model project, he and his
staff started to implement Project PACE. Our project vitas #iso
used to seek federal monies to develop, a "Family independence.
Plan," Texas Welfare Reform. The "Family Independence Plan" is
a recycling of the,same existing welfare program6, which I be-
lieve, continue to keep women as/dependents.

I was hired as a consultant by the Department of Huhan Re
sources (D.H.R.) to assist in the implementation of the Texas
A.F.D.C. Education-and Employment Act. have never worked so
hard in my lifetrying td get,the legislation; we worked so
hard to pass---trying to correct the work of fifteen more
state civil service employees.

Our battle is with state civil servants who bring with
them years experience working with welfare as it now exists,
with all its notions of dependency, sexism and many times racism.

I felt weary, exasperated and disillusiohed with the in-
ability and insensitivity of institutions to respond to the needs
of poor women, with their inability to assist women to become
economically self-supporting. Is it impossible? I hope not.
I resigned the consultantship with the Department of Human Resour-
ces; it was an impossible situation. The lesson I learned from
this experience is that welfare depattments are not able to cope
with employmentthe notion of becoming self-supporting. Perhaps
this is so because Departments of Human Resources are for the
most part social workersr Social workers are trained to be
counselors; their approach is clinical and academic in their
efforts to resolve problems of the, poor.' I believe. if poor people
had a job they would have an opportunity to buy counseling ser-
vices--if they needed suchthen they would contreil the type
of services given them.

Texas A.F.D.C. Education and Employment Act

H.B. 1755

A BILL TO BE ENTITLED AN ACT

relating to educational opportunities and ass stence in
_ublic assistance.obtaining employment for persons receiving certain
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-EE' ITAEI4ACTEb'BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE. STATE. OF TEXAS:

Section 1. SHORT TITLE. This Act ma- c as
A F.D.C.-Educatimand Employment Act.

Section 2'. FINDINGS AND=PURPOSES. The legislature finds,
and declares as follows: = .

(1) There, are mord than 90,000 households-receiving as-
_ sistance through the A.F.D.C. program. More than nine of, the
ten (96%) A.F.D*.C. households are headed by wpmen. The State
of Texai sp9nds more than substantial funds in providing ap-
progimatelir $3,600 annually in assistance and seFyicds,'which
include: financial grants, food stamps, day care, medical
services, and administrative overhead. Past efforts directed
at assisting A.F.D.C. heads of families to be economically self-
sufficient- have had limited effect in reducing the, welfare rolls.

(2) A.F.D.C. caretakers have many handicaps when entering
the job market. .Lacking marketable skills, they are relegated
to low-paying.jobs. Thus,- there is often an economic disin-
,centive to go to work. The vast majority of A.F.D.C. caretakers
areunable to earn enough income to.offset child-care-and trans-
portation expenses. Because of sexual-and' racial discrimination,
'job availability is limited to a narrow range of career choices,
manytof x4hich do not of'fer as much as the, federally established
minimum wage. .A majority of A.F.D.C. catetakers have not attained
an adequate edUcation. Chances,ceteffective employment are
reduced.

-A3) a viable solution is. a Texas A.F.D.C. Employmdnt and
Education,Pilot Project _established by this Act. This'pilot
project will provide the necessary experience and basis to give
new direction to Texas and national A.F.D.C. welfare polidies.
It is the intentipn of this legislation. to provide assistance
from postsecondary vocational training institutions, community
colleges, universities, C.E.T.A. (the federal'Comprehensive

....Employ :bent and Training Act), skills centers, industry,on-the-
job training, and 'other related employment education, and social
Service agencies.

Section 3. A.F.D.C. EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT PILoT PROJECT.

.(a)- The A.F.D.C. Education and EmployMent Pitt Project
iseitablished. The pilot project is administered 131r the State
Department-of'Public-Welfare,,and the department shall adopt
the rules'hecessary for its implementation consistent with this
Act

(b) The purpose of he'pilot project is to de-elop an
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effective sans of
.
assidting and encouraging persdns who are

receiving ;F.D.C. assistance to become self-sufficient memberi

eational opportunities and with assistance -in obtaining an
retaining- employment. In thls Act, "A.F.D.C." means aid to
families with dependent children authorize& under The Public
Welfare Act of 3.941.; as amended (Article 695c, Vernon's'
Texas Civil Staiptes). 2 %

du-

Cb) 'The pilot project is financed with state money;.. to
.the.extent provided by legislatbve.approptiationt and. with any

.

federal money Obtained for thepurpose, The department Flay.
also accept private gtants and,ddnationsfor thd pilot project.

(a% To qu4lify for-participation in the pilot,ptojeci,
a persom;must by eligi le to receive A.F..D.C. assistance from,
the dePartment. e

Section. 4, EDUCATION COMPONENT.
7

(a) As a component of the Pilot project, the department
shall develop an education program designed to provide occu-

- pational,andgeneral educatign for 4per6ns participating in the
pilot piojectl.using, to the extent practicable, .community
colleges, dollegs, universities, and other educational insti-
tutions in this state that elect to phiticipate in the educa-
tion program. Participation of an educational institution in
the education Fogram 'is subject to the approval of the depart-,
ment. The department shall consult with participating-education
institution s in developing cureicula for,forth education program.

(b) The department may'reimburse pIrtiqpating educational
institutions for all or any part- of the costs of providing
educational services under' the program established by this
section.

(c) In developing the educktion prog;am, the department
shall emphasize training in skills or trades that offer'the
opportunity for earning power in 'excess of the federal minimum
wage, as illustrated by, but not 'limited to, welding, caripentry,
electronics, data processing, -paraprofessional work,- and,maohin-
ist trades.

Section 5 EMPLOYMENT COMPONENT.

(a) As a component of the pilot project, the department,'
after consultation with the Texas Employment Commission,rshall
develop an employment program designed to A,dist persons paiti7
cipating in the pilot project in obtaining'and retaining employ-
mept and to provi4e'them with on- the -job training-

.
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(b) The department shall establish a number of pilot
sites in both rural and urban areas of the state to administer
the prmgram on_a_lobal_level. The department may contract
with.private non-profit corporations to administer the site
offibes.

(c) The site offices may contract with 'employers, pros-
pective employers', or-labor unions'to provide on-the-job training
or apprenticeships for project participants.. In placing-pro-
ject participants in positions in which they receive on-the-
job training, the. site offices'shall emphasize training: in the
kind of skills and .trues_ specified in Section 4 (c) of thiS
Act..

(d) The site offices may, contract or enter into coopera-
tive agreements with other publicly financed employment programs
to provide job placement services.

(e). In staffing the site offices, the department or non-
profit:Corporation shall employ, to the greatest.extent practi-
cable, persons who are eligible to receive A.F.D.C. assistance
from the department and who have the knowledge and experience
required for the positions.

(f) Each site office shall attempt to place each project
participant in employment- commens_ ate with his ability, train-

,

ing and experience.

Section 6. WELFARE SERVIC S CONTINUED. Within any
--i--1-im-i-tet-i-onS--imposed-undei---federal

services, transpOrtatidn, and other welfare services to which
a person was entitled at the time he became a participant-in
the pilot project are continued after he obtains employment
for the period of time and to the extent the department
determines necessary to allow, the person to Adjust to the de-
,mands of a self-sufficient life. The department by rule shall
establish standards for determining when and to what extent
the services are discontinued.-

Section 7. ADVISORY COMMITTEE.

(a) The Commissioner of Public Welfare, with approval
of the State Board of Public Welfare, shall appoint eight
persons to, serve as members of an ,advisory committee for 'tie
pilot project. Vacancies on the advisory committee are filled
in the same manner. \

(b) In making the appointments, to the advisory committee,
the commissioner shall give consideration to the ethnic and
sexual makeup Of the state in an effort to achieve fair rep-



resentation and shall attempt to appoint at least one person
from business, labor, local government, and the general rule.

(c) Advisory committee members serve for the duration of
pilot project and receive no compensation.

(d) The advisory committee shall, elect a chairman frbre
among its members. The commissioner shall designate one mem-
ber to serve as. chairman until the committee elects a chair-
man. The committee meets at the call' of the .chairman at- the
place specified in the call.

(6) Each member of the advisory committee is entitled
to reimbursement for actual and necessary traveling- and'lodging
expenses inOurred in attending-irieetings Of the committee.

(f) The 'advisory committee shall ,monitor and evaluate
the pilot project and report to the department in the manner
prescribed by department rule. The committee mayjnciude
recommendations in its report. -

(g) -The department provide and adminis-
rative assistance to the 'advisory committee.--

Section E. -ANNUAL REPORT. The department, shall prepare
an annual. report evaluating-the pilot project.

SeCtion EXPIRATION.. This Act expires Augus 31, 19S3.
f

I

'Section 10. EMERGENCY. The importance of this egislation
and the crowded condition of the calendars,in both houses create
an'emergenoy arid an imperative publig necessity that the consz
titutional rule requiring bills to be read on three several
days in each house be suspended,, rand. this rule is bereby'suspen-

-ded, and that this Act take effect and be 'ins force from and
after its passage, and it is' so enacted.

This was .a good Welfare,Reform ideas which was mismanaged
by good people who basically do not know how to help women be-s
come economically.independent and who also do not really want
to,see the Welfare system changed.

..
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A COMMUNITY WELFARE PEPORW PROGRAMS MODEL

have discovered that if women want: to see.program changes
they will have to find a' manner of demonstrating HOW SUCH PRO-
GRAMS SHOULD OPERATE.

In September -21, 1977, I .called together eleven women
it, Chicane White Native American) and together-we or-

nized,_the National Women's Program Development, IncOrpgrated
D) non-profit corporation.. The purpose of NWPD was

to o anize anq develop' innovative programs that will-assist
women improve :.their economic, educational, family and social
lives. The; young corporation will seek to develop model pro-
jects that capbe duplicated nationally, with emphasis on
programs that will help low-income and minority women and.
their familiee.

Low-Income omen's Employment. Todel

Thanks tqfllexis Herman, Director of the Women's Bureau,
U. S. DepartMent of Labor, the National Women's-Program Develr
opment received its first year's funding,to administer a model
'project for *amen heads of families on A.F.D.C-. helping them
to,obtain and retain employment. The corporation will work
with-low-income wom.n each month in a specialized pre-employment
training prograz that will help the women obtain better'jobs.

1. To develop a low- .income ,.women's employment model
program for women who are- able to work;

To assist 16w-income women throughssupportive and
individualized job preparation training to become
economically -self- sufficient;

To Work with employers in assisting he to absorb
,a new flow-of women workers. -.new.

FOR EMPLOYMENT

The National -Women'-s Program Development staff selects 15
ow-income women- each Month and provideseach with altonth-long'
suppOrtive.training course with emphasis on the following: -A

1. -Realistic expectations of employment;



Career guidance with group- ntera
life planning;

Emphasis is placed in placing women into jobs or train-
ing jobs in hon-traditional areas

ti cn of-existing community resources and other
supportive agencieS, including child care;

Skills asseisment and self-evaluation;

ReCognizing the low income lever of prospective trainees,
N.W.P.D. has allocated incentive far purposes of providing each
of the trainees with a minimal fund for purchase of-suitable
articles of Clothing pre-employment training wear. 'The
staff, many of ilhom have been in former welfare related situa-
tions will also assist the _trainees in organization of life-
style demands of regular\employment

- Income mployment_Progrm process,

OUTREACH Women who hav a great economic need and who
also have a chands of su seeding. in the working world.
04treach'-aspects also in6 transportation-ude and child
care arrangements. \ ,

JOB PREPARATION - Assessore\t,of skills and self-evaluation,-
)agtitude--and attitudinal e

EMPLOYMENT READINESS CLASSES Through-staff and augmented
b workshop specialists and ' pecial consultants, intense
training will be provided in the font:hying areas:

a. Self- confidence Emphais on assertiveness training.

Career Options mo els and films to acquaint
trainees with'range of emp oYMent possibilities.

c. Nontraditional Job Orientation

PersOnal4ippearanceand health



JOB/S GILLS -TRAINING

Each traipee is assigned hy Job Developer to e of the following ;,

Job - with primary emphasis on placement in Private Sector
\

and nontraditional employment, paying higher than miniMum

wages.

Training programs - -- Working with existing Private Sector
training programs for Placement of trainees with dembnstrated
aptitude in certain professional fields for available training
Programs-

CETA'--- (Comprehensive Education and Training Act) ---- when
individual evaluation indicates further skill develcipment-is
eceSsary before entry into job market.

COUNSELING-MONITORING

Follow-up services to trainees after placemen on jobs o
in training programs to provide advice and support n< adjust'
to ,new environment and in resolving difficUlties..

EVALUATION

Performance pf trainees while in ob-readines p a and
after placement is `evaluated, step-by-step.
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